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ABSTRACT

Effective persuasion is indispensable for success in business and in life. People may have
the best idea, the best product, and the best policy, but without persuading their target audiences
to take actions, none of those would matter. However, getting people to say “Yes” is becoming
harder and harder. We are living in a complicated world that is busy and crowded with too much
information. People are getting more used to processing information in an automatic way and not
bothering to scrutinize every bit of information. As a result, companies and individuals have
fewer chances to influence their audiences through the message itself. The current dissertation
therefore suggests two subtle cues that do not rely upon the message but may dramatically
influence individual’ perceptions and behaviors.
The first essay proposes one subtle auditory cue that can influence individuals’
persuasion effectiveness. We examine how shoe sounds can affect a walker’s impressions and
persuasion effectiveness in front of either male or female target audiences. Five studies suggest
that individuals’ shoe sounds can produce perceived competence, status, and persuasion effects
consistent with mate-attraction and rival-competition dynamics, which consumers recognize and
leverage. Specifically, shoe sounds’ beneficial effects arise in the mixed-gender (e.g., women
audience, man walker) but not same-gender conditions, subject to moderation: In mixed-gender
cases, where we would expect mate-attraction dynamics to prevail, shoe sounds produce largely
positive effects moderated by the observer’s background level of sexual desire, whereas in samegender cases, where we would expect rival-competition dynamics to prevail, shoe sounds
produce largely null-to-negative effects moderated by the observer’s background level of
vii

competitiveness. The first essay adds to the research on evolutionary psychology, auditory cues,
status signaling, and persuasion by systematically examining one ubiquitous auditory cue and its
effectiveness in different target-agent gender-combinations.
The second essay proposes one subtle visual cue that can help marketers present
messages more efficiently and increase audiences’ willingness to take actions. Adding to the
product presentation literature, we examine online product displays and propose the visual
demarcation effect to distinguish the display elements (e.g., background, foreground-object 1,
foreground-object 2), a method that can reduce visual crowding without taking up additional
room in the product displays. Four studies suggest that visually distinguishing foreground
display objects can reduce perceived crowdedness of the display and increase display aesthetics,
which, in turn, increases shopping intentions. These effects are moderated by individuals’
importance of aesthetics, but not by their aesthetics acumen. The second essay adds to the
product spatial-arrangement literature by suggesting a crowding reduction solution. It also adds
to the aesthetics literature through showing the beneficial effects of visually distinguishing
display elements.
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ESSAY 1. YOU ARE WHAT YOU SOUND: SHOE-SOUND EFFECTS ON STATUS AND
PERSUASION

Abstract
We test the effects of shoe sounds (hard-soled shoes on hard surfaces) on observer
perceptions of a walker’s perceived competence, status, and persuasiveness. Based on the
Fundamental Motives Framework, we predict positive shoe-sound effects within mixed-gender
cases (e.g., female observer, male walker) due to opposite-gender attraction, but neutral-tonegative shoe-sound effects within same-gender cases due to same-gender competition. One field
and four lab experiments support these expectations with positive shoe-sound effects on
perceived status and persuasion mostly within mixed-gender but not same-gender cases, where
perceived walker competence typically mediates the positive effects. Tests of the proposed
evolutionary motivations find (1) neutral-to-positive shoe-sound effects within mixed-gender
cases across lower-to-higher levels of observer sexual desire, and (2) positive-to-negative shoesound effects within same-gender cases across lower-to-higher levels of observer
competitiveness. The one exception to mediation from perceived walker competence involved a
highly competitive (personal selling) situation in which walker (salesperson) competence could
be construed as a negative given that it could be turned against observers (consumers). This
study thus extends research on status, persuasion, and evolutionary motivations while
implicating an oft-overlooked auditory cue with which to increase consumer receptivity to
marketing appeals.
1

Introduction
Walking is a fundamental human behavior, and like most behaviors, it can be symbolic
as well as functional. A walker’s gait, for example, is a signature motion that helps create first
impressions (Thoresen, Vuong, and Atkinson 2012). And beyond walking’s visual cues lie its
auditory cues, which are produced largely by feet or shoes striking surfaces (Giordano,
Egermann, and Bresin 2014; Li, Logan, and Pastore 1991; Nagasaki et al. 1996; Visell et al.
2009). But while such sounds and their signals are ubiquitous, research has yet to examine how
they impact a walker’s influence over observers, which might arise from more fundamental
survival motives (mate attraction and rival competition) as well as related perceptions of the
walker’s perceived competence and status.
Just as animals signal potency to potential mates and threats to potential rivals through
various cues such as a peacock’s fanned tailfeathers (see Griskevicius et al. 2009; Hudders et al.
2014; Sundie et al. 2011), people signal things to others through their apparel, speech, grooming,
and so on (earrings, watches, hats, airline seats, etc.). Refined clothing with good posture signal
class and sophistication (Hall, Coats, and LeBeau 2005; Nelissen and Meijers 2011), whereas the
fabled “power suit” signals strength. But people signal things through other senses as well, such
as scent (e.g., cologne) and sound (voices, music, text tones, etc.; e.g., Spence and Zampini
2006). Here, we focus on one type of sound, the sounds of hard-soled shoes on hard surfaces.
Although shoe sounds may initially appear trivial as mere background noise, there is
reason to believe they are influential. Observers have little control over shoe sounds invading
their auditory spaces, and once there, shoe sounds signal the walker’s assertiveness and openness
to attention. And such assertiveness and attention-seeking further signal the walker’s confidence,
which in turn signals their competence (Compte and Postlewaite 2004; Woodman and Hardy
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2003). What initially appears innocuous, therefore, may instead signal some of an individual’s
most important characteristics.
Moreover, shoe sound potency benefits from two dimensions foreign to many other cues:
Unlike visual cues, shoe sounds do not require sight lines to be effective. Managers could then
conceivably signal warmth with their empathy while signaling power with their shoes, even if
their shoes were visually ignored (akin to the ominous hum of quivering peacock tailfeathers;
Freeman and Hare 2015). And unlike many other cues such as attire, shoe sounds highlight the
walker’s pace, which helps signal the walker’s busyness (Bellezza, Paharia, and Keinan 2017),
where busyness reflects industriousness and conceivably importance.
We therefore review research on shoe sounds before proposing hypothesized effects and
then testing them in one field and four lab experiments, which produces four contributions. First,
this research shows how shoe sounds impact observer perceptions of walkers (e.g., salespeople)
and how those perceptions impact walker influence over observers (e.g., consumers). Second,
and more specifically, this study extends research on evolutionary psychology by demonstrating
the existence of mate-attraction and rival-competition dynamics in the context of shoe sounds
(Griskevicius and Kenrick 2013; Otterbring et al. 2018; Vaillancourt and Sharma 2011). In
mixed-gender cases, where we would expect mate-attraction dynamics to prevail (within the
focal cis-heterosexual majority), shoe sounds produce largely positive effects moderated by the
observer’s background level of sexual desire, whereas in same-gender cases, where we would
expect rival-competition dynamics to prevail, shoe sounds produce largely null-to-negative
effects moderated by the observer’s background level of competitiveness.
Third, we extend three additional research streams along similar lines, those on auditory
cues, social status, and persuasion. Whereas auditory-cue research shows that some ambient,
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product, and vocal sounds can impact consumer perceptions and evaluations (Bruner 1990;
Lageat, Czellar, and Laurent 2003; Lowe, Loveland, and Krishna 2019; Meyers-Levy, Bublitz,
and Peracchio 2009; Spence and Zampini 2006), we show that such effects can arise from a very
different class of auditory stimuli in the form of shoe sounds, effects that are moderated by
observer-walker gender congruity, moderation not reported in other auditory research. Likewise,
we show that shoe sounds similarly impact (1) perceived status, thereby contributing to social
status research (Bellezza, Gino, and Keinan 2014; Bellezza, Paharia, and Keinan 2017; Han,
Nunes, and Dreze 2010), and (2) persuasiveness, thereby contributing persuasion research.
Although persuasion theory might construe shoe sounds as peripheral cues largely irrelevant in
high-involvement (considerable thinking) contexts (Petty and Cacioppo 1986), we show that
shoe sounds can signal important walker dimensions that impact high-involvement persuasion.
And fourth, this research holds implications for marketing practice by showing how shoe
sounds can moderate consumer receptiveness to sellers. Marketers can then maximize their
persuasiveness in part by mixing employee footwear policies with flooring options to produce
shoe sounds in some situations while avoiding them in others.

Theory and Research
Walking is a ubiquitous human activity that involves footsteps, typically with one heel
strike and then one toe strike, which differentiates it from other human locomotion such as
sliding and skipping (Fontana and Visell 2012). To manage scope, we address two-strike (heelthen-toe) shoe sounds made by hard-soled shoes on hard surfaces while focusing on the cisheterosexual majority that identifies as female or male.
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A walker’s shoe sounds can impact the perceptions of both the walker and observers.
Such sounds can alter a walker’s body sensations and related self-perceptions (Tonetto,
Klanovicz, and Spence 2014), perceived walking pace (Turchet, Serafin, and Cesari 2013), and
even self-rated bodyweight (Tajadura-Jimenez et al. 2015). Shoe sounds can also signal things to
others such as physical characteristics (e.g., height, weight, and foot-length; Visell et al. 2009),
demographics (e.g., gender and age; Li, Logan, and Pastore 1991; Nagasaki et al. 1996), and
emotional states, such as the sadness signaled by trudging (Giordano, Egermann, and Bresin
2014) and anger signaled by stomping. Such research, however focuses on walking’s visual
dimensions largely to the exclusion of its auditory dimensions (Visell et al. 2009), and does not
address potential effects on dimensions such as the walker’s perceived status and persuasiveness.
We therefore address the possibility of such effects, which we expect for three reasons.
First, people who talk and gesture more capture more attention and are seen as more
competent (Cashdan 1998; Hall, Coats, and LeBeau, 2005; Mast 2002). We expect shoe sounds
to produce similar effects as they grab people’s attention (Grimm 2016) by invading auditory
spaces, which signals walker assertiveness, self-confidence, and the competence needed to seek
and hold others’ attention (Anderson et al. 2012). This, in turn should increase interest from
potential mates (mate attraction) but apprehension from potential rivals (rival competition;
Murphy et al. 2015).
Second, shoe sounds demonstrate the walker’s control over the auditory environment
(Menzer et al. 2010), where control signals the ability/power to overcome challenges (Pittman
and Pittman 1979). Observers may then attribute greater competence to those who demonstrate
such control through shoe sounds, just as walkers themselves feel more dominant after walking
on hard surfaces that produce shoe sounds (Tonetto, Klanovicz, and Spence 2014).
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Third, shoe sounds may also signal competence through their phonemic properties given
that hard-soled shoes on hard surfaces typically produce short, crisp sounds similar to the hardconsonant sounds associated with assertiveness and self-assurance (Visell et al. 2009).
However, we expect shoe-sound effects to be moderated by gender congruity across
observers and walkers due to underlying evolutionary motives, specifically those of mate
attraction and rival competition (Griskevicius and Kenrick 2013; Kenrick et al. 2010; see also
Buunk and Fisher 2009; Langlois et al. 2000; Sigall and Aronson 1969; Wan and Wyer 2015).
According to the Fundamental Motives Framework (Griskevicius and Kenrick 2013; Kenrick et
al. 2010), sexual attraction to potential mates plus competition with potential rivals constitute
ultimate motives (evolutionary motives), whereas more immediate features of a given context
constitute proximate stimuli and motives (e.g., evaluating a walker’s shoes). Essential motives
often lie below conscious awareness given that they are commonly present in the background
and thus prone to being ignored as the individual focuses on proximate issues such as chatting
with a friend (e.g., Griskevicius and Kenrick 2013). In fact, various studies show that humans are
often unaware of their ultimate motivations (Barrett and Kurzban 2006; Kenrick et al. 2010;
Tooby and Cosmides 2005). This is consistent with much (especially Freudian) psychoanalytic
theory and revealed when people in the throes of infatuation overestimate partner talents and
underestimate partner shortcomings while vehemently denying bias, partner illusions common in
even more established relationships (e.g., Murray and Holmes 1997).
Despite their sometimes-latent nature, ultimate motives pervade human behavior. People
try to impress others in various ways to enhance their mating prospects (Buss 1988; Buunk,
Karlijn, and Pieternel 2007; Griskevicius and Kenrick 2013), such as commanding people’s
attention, flaunting status signals (e.g., wealth), pursuing risky activities, and maximizing
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personal attractiveness (Baker and Maner 2008; Griskevicius et al. 2006; Griskevicius et al.
2007; Hill and Durante 2011; Otterbring et al. 2018; Walters and Crawford 1994). Same-gender
competition is so ingrained that it can arise in the absence of potential mates and even produce
rival derogation (Ainsworth and Maner 2014; Fisher and Cox 2011; Hennighause et al. 2016;
Maner and Ackerman 2013; Maner et al. 2007; Maner et al. 2009; Stockley and Campbell 2013;
Vaillancourt 2013). For example, exposure to a dominant male can lead other males to inflate
their status signals (Otterbring et al. 2018), whereas dressing a female more provocatively can
lead other females to aggress against her (Vaillancourt and Sharma 2011).
We therefore predict primarily mate-attraction dynamics in mixed-gender (walkerobserver) cases, and primarily rival-competition dynamics in same-gender cases. Although
mixed-gender cases may stimulate some degree of competition across potential mates, we expect
mate-attraction dynamics to swamp such competition (at least early in dyad experiences) given
that natural selection should favor attraction to potential mates over competition with potential
mates. We thus expect shoe sounds to produce positive effects in mixed-gender cases but lesspositive to negative effects in same-gender cases. Although same-gender competition should
reduce positive shoe-sound effects, it is not clear how much less positive the shoe-sound effects
would be: less positive, neutral, or negative.
Shoe-sound effects are tested on perceived walker competence, status, and
persuasiveness. Competence effects follow from the effects of perceived walker assertiveness
and confidence discussed earlier, which are also expected to produce effects on status and
persuasiveness. Social status refers to perceptions of someone’s respect, prestige, and esteem
(Anderson, Angus, and Howland 2015; Blader and Chen 2012; Fiske et al. 2016; Magee and
Galinsky 2008; Ridgeway and Walker 1995). Because perceived competence generally increases
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perceived status (Anderson et al. 2012; Cheng, Tracy, and Anderson 2014), we predict shoe
sounds will also increase the walker’s perceived status.
Shoe sounds should also generally increase an individual’s persuasiveness, in part by
increasing their perceived competence. More confidence increases witness credibility (Tenney et
al. 2007), and as well as an individual’s perceived competence (Price and Stone 2004) and status
(Anderson et al. 2012). These effects are strong enough that they increase audience trust in the
individual, which reduces audience care when evaluating the individual and the individual’s
claims (Sah, Moore, and MacCoun 2013). From a persuasion theory standpoint, it is not clear if
an individual’s confidence would function as a peripheral cue (direct signal), central cue
(fundamental feature involving cognitive processing), or moderating cue (of central-processing’s
thinking) to persuasion (Eagly and Chaiken 1993; Petty and Cacioppo 1986). Van Zant and
Berger (2020) study of the paralinguistic factor of voice modulation begins speaking to this
issue. Voice modulation improved a speaker’s perceived confidence, which, in turn, increased
the speaker’s perceived competence, likability, and attitude toward the advocated position, as
well as persuasion, results indicating moderating or central cue effects of a speaker’s perceived
confidence. Guyer, Fabrigar, and Vaughan-Johnston (2019) further found that speech rate,
intonation, and pitch can increase a speaker’s perceived confidence, and that such confidence can
function as a peripheral or moderating (possibly central) cue depending on the audience’s level
of cognition. When the audience thought little about the target issue, perceived speaker
confidence directly increased persuasion as peripheral cues would. But when the audience
thought hard about the issue, confidence increased persuasion by positively biasing the
audience’s cognitive responses to the message which then mediated the effect. We therefore
predict that shoe sounds will increase perceived competence which, in turn, will increase
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perceived status and persuasiveness: Shoe-sounds  Perceived-Competence  PerceivedSocial-Status and Persuasiveness.
H1: Shoe sounds will increase a walker’s (a) perceived competence, (b) status, and (c)
persuasiveness (subject to the moderation discussed below in H2 and H4).
H2: Shoe-sounds will produce positive effects in mixed-gender but not same-gender cases
(potential boundary condition).
H3: Perceived competence will generally (but see H5 below) mediate positive shoe-sound
effects: Shoe-sounds  Perceived-Competence  Perceived-Status and
Persuasiveness.
We also test mate-attraction and rival-competition dynamics with both measuredmoderator (stronger) and measured-mediator (weaker) process tests, and in a more competitive
setting that may blunt and/or eliminate perceived-competence mediation.
First, physical attraction to the walker may mediate positive shoe-sound effects in the
mixed-gender conditions, just as perceived competition with the walker may mediate the lesspositive shoe-sound effects in same-gender conditions. But whereas we conducted such tests in
Studies 4 and 5, the tests proved negative (data available from the authors), and we believe for
good reason: For example, because participants are likely to indicate their attraction to an
opposite-gendered walker relative to the attraction they typically feel toward opposite-gendered
people, two participants who differ greatly in general attraction to the opposite gender could
indicate identical (relative) values on the attraction-to-walker scales while differing
tremendously in their absolute levels of attraction. Therefore, Study 5 directly measured the
observer’s background level of sexual desire, which should moderate (increase) shoe-sound
effects in mixed-gender cases, as well as the observer’s background level of competitiveness,
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which should reduce positive shoe-sound effects in same-gender cases (e.g., Kenrick et al. 2010):
H4: (a) Within mixed-gender conditions, greater sexual desire among observers will
increase positive shoe-sound effects, whereas less sexual desire will reduce and
possibly eliminate shoe-sound effects (potential boundary condition of positive shoesound effects), and (b) within same-gender conditions, less competitiveness among
observers will permit positive shoe-sound effects to emerge, whereas greater
competitiveness will reduce such effects and possibly reverse them to negative shoesound effects.
Second, perceived competence is expected to mediate at least some of the positive shoesound effects in mixed-gender cases (Hypothesis 3), subject to one caveat: When mixed-gender
observers and walkers are directly competing with one another as in business negotiations,
observers may consider the walker’s competence to be a neutral or even negative dimension
given that it might be used against them. In such highly competitive settings, therefore, we
expect mate-attraction dynamics in shoe-sound effects to prevail due to the power of physical
attraction, though they may not be as cleanly mediated by perceived competence (see Figure1.1’s
conceptual Model).
H5: Direct observer-walker competition will mitigate the mediating role of perceived
walker competence in mixed-gender cases.

Empirical Overview
Five studies test and support Figure 1.1’s conceptual framework. Study 1’s field
experiment demonstrates shoe sound effects on implicit persuasion, specifically student choices
of a male researcher to whom to send their survey data where no persuasive appeal is made.
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Unexpectedly, gender congruity failed to moderate the effect. Study 2’s lab experiment tests
responses to an ostensibly new female colleague and finds that shoe sounds increase the
colleague’s perceived status in the mixed-gender but not same-gender cases. Study 3 then
explores processes potentially underlying shoe-sound effects by having consumers choose
quieter or louder shoes for three different situations (meeting a friend, potential date, or
prospective employer) and then explaining their choices. As expected, consumers choose louder
shoes more for the date and employer situations, and then explain their choices in terms of
increasing attraction and perceived competence, respectively, while avoiding shoe sounds in the
friend condition to avoid being overbearing.
Study 4 builds on Study 3’s process data by testing shoe-sound effects on a walker’s
perceived status as well as the mediating role of perceived competence across four combinations
of walker and observer genders. Shoe-sounds increase the walker’s perceived competence and
status in mixed-gender cases only, where perceived competence partially mediates the effect.
Study 5 replicates and extends the investigation to a lab scenario involving explicit
persuasion in which consumers negotiate a car price with a salesperson, after which they report
their general levels of sexual desire and competitiveness. As hypothesized, shoe sounds increase
offer-acceptance likelihood in mixed-gender but not same-gender cases. However, although shoe
sounds increase perceived competence in mixed-gender cases, perceived competence fails to
mediate shoe-sound effects on offer-acceptance likelihood, consistent with fears that the
perceived competence of an opponent is not an obvious positive given that it could be used
against the consumer. Study 5 further tests mate-acquisition dynamics by assessing the
moderating effects of the consumer’s general levels of sexual desire and competitiveness. In
mixed-gender conditions, low levels of sexual desire fail to produce shoe-sound effects, though
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greater sexual desire does. And in same-gender conditions, low levels of consumer
competitiveness produce positive shoe-sound effects, whereas moderate levels produce no such
effects while high levels produce negative effects.
The five studies demonstrate positive shoe-sound effects on perceived walker
competence, status, and/or implicit or explicit persuasiveness. These effects, however, are
consistently moderated by mate-acquisition dynamics in which (1) shoe sounds produce positive
results largely in mixed-gender but not same-gender cases, (2) greater sexual desire increases
positive shoe-sound effects in mixed-gender cases, and (3) greater competitiveness increases
negative shoe-sound effects in same-gender cases.

Study 1: Field Experiment
Study 1’s student participants answered a simple survey question in a classroom and then
chose to e-mail their response to one of two male researchers present, only one of whom
produced shoe sounds when walking. We predicted that female participants would choose the
shoe-sound producing researcher more often than the non-shoe-sound-producing researcher, but
that shoe sounds would have little effect on male participants.

Method
Participants, design, and stimuli. Two researchers visited two comparably sized classes
and classrooms (no overlapping students) at a large U.S. university, where only one researcher
produced shoe sounds when walking (N = 76, 47.4% females). The two male researchers had
similar physical features (height 5’8” to 5’9”, black hair, brown eyes, 160-170 lbs.) and wore
similar attire: light gray buttoned-down shirt, black pants, black belt, brown dress shoes, and
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eyeglasses. Because classroom carpeting eliminated virtually all shoe sounds, a 45-by-106-inch
(3.75-by-8.8-foot) hard walking surface was created by abutting two 53-inch-long chair mats. To
reduce student attention to the hard surface, we chose transparent mats and placed them on the
far side of the room from the entrance (left side in one room, right side in the other). Only one
researcher per room (counterbalanced) walked on the hard surface/produced shoe sounds.
Procedure. Each instructor asked students to help a research team by answering a single
survey question projected on the screen (their likelihood of wearing a sport coat to their first job
after college). The instructor then introduced the two researchers who stood on opposite sides of
the instructor, read the survey to the students, and asked them to email their response to one of
the two researchers whose email addresses then appeared on the screen. Email-address order was
fixed (A then B), but the researcher producing the shoe sounds was counterbalanced across
classes. As students formulated and emailed their responses, each researcher slowly paced their
side of the room, only one producing significant shoe sounds. The dependent measure was the
percentage of participants sending their responses to the shoe-sound-producing researcher.

Results and Discussion
A log-linear model testing shoe sounds (no, yes), researcher-producing-the-sounds (A,
B), and participant-gender (female, male) supported the hypothesis: Participants chose shoesound-producing researchers (64.5%) significantly more than non-shoe-sound-producing
researchers (35.5%; ꭓ2(1) = 6.73, p = .001), regardless of the specific researcher (A = 60%, B =
69%; p = .39). However, whereas we expected stronger effects in the mixed-gender (femaleparticipant) than same-gender (male-participant) conditions, no such moderation emerged as
both female and male participants favored shoe-sound producing researchers at 63.9% and
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65.0%, respectively.
Study 1 supports Hypothesis 1’s proposed positive shoe-sound effect, though the effect
prevailed within both female and male participants, where the effect within males contradicts
Hypothesis 2’s prediction of limited effects in same-gender conditions. Two possible
explanations for the failed gender-congruity moderation seem likely. First, the researchers
walked at especially slow paces, which may not have been enough to produce much stimulation
or threat to same-gender observers. This is consistent with a small study not reported here in
which slower paces reduced shoe-sound effects. Second, whereas we expect same-gender
conditions to reduce shoe-sound effects due to a sense of competition and threat from samegendered shoe-sound-producing walkers, Study 1’s situation failed to include any participant
contact or expected contact with walkers, which may have eliminated any sense of threat. Studies
2, 4, and 5 (no pace in Study 3), therefore, enlisted quicker walking paces and the possibility of
more participant-walker contact.

Study 2: Lab Experiment on Perceived Status
Study 2 assessed shoe-sound effects in a business context where participants evaluated
the status of a female who was ostensibly going to be a colleague at their new job, a new coworker who either did or did not produce shoe sounds. Hypotheses 1 and 2 hold that shoe sounds
will increase the colleague’s perceived status among male but not female participants given that
unlike Study 1’s walkers, the colleague walked at a deliberate pace and would be interacting
with the participant on the job, which should thereby threaten same-gendered (female)
participants (Buunk & Fisher, 2009) and reduce positive shoe-sound effects. Study 2 also tested
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the shoe-sound effect’s generalizability and possible moderation from attire by manipulating the
colleague’s attire (casual vs. business-casual).

Method
Participants and design. Four-hundred-nineteen mechanical-turk participants (44.2%
females; Mage = 35.5, SD = 12.20) were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions in a shoesounds (absent, present) by participant-gender (female, male) by female-walker-attire (casual,
business-casual) between-subjects experiment.
Shoe Sounds. Shoe sounds are prominent when hard-soled shoes are worn on hard
surfaces such as concrete, hardwood, and tiles, whereas softer surfaces such as earth, aggregates
(e.g., gravel), carpet, and liquids can blur and even eliminate shoe sounds. To choose and
produce shoe sounds, especially those arising in public professional settings, we drew on
acoustics research where footstep sounds have been synthesized for various combinations of
shoe soles and ground/floor materials (Turchet 2016; see Appendix A). Walking with hard-soled
shoes on a solid ground generates typical shoe sounds, a louder heel strike followed by a quieter
toe strike (Figure B1). In keeping with prior research, therefore, we created standard shoe sounds
based on hard-soled shoes on hardwood flooring (Giordano et al. 2012; Turchet 2016). Figure B2
illustrates the current study’s footstep waveform, which matched the synthetic walking sound
patterns of prior studies (Turchet 2016; Turchet et al. 2016). To increase ecological validity, we
also modified walking sound pitches in later studies (holding waveform constant) to match
walker genders (300-hz for men, 500-hz for women; Li, Logan, and Pastore 1991).
Videos. Digital communication students helped create short videos featuring a female
walker (would-be colleague) played by a female doctoral student. Videos were shot from the
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first-person perspective of someone (camera) sitting at a conference room Table facing the
room’s initially closed door. Participants were told they were on the first day of a new job,
waiting in a conference room for other employees to drop by and welcome them. They then
watched a video in which the colleague ostensibly walked down the hallway (which participants
could hear in the shoe-sound conditions), opened the conference room door, and stood in the
doorway momentarily, which completed the video. Actors were shot from the shoulders to knees
to avoid effects of faces, hair, jewelry, shoes, etc. (Carney, Hall, and LeBeau 2005).
We created two baseline videos of the actor opening the door and standing in the
doorway with the same mechanics and posture, her attire being casual in one (black t-shirt and
jeans) and business-casual in the other (white blouse and black slacks; Appendix B). Using
Audacity and Adobe Premiere Pro, we later added indistinct hallway conversations to emulate
professional settings, and shoe sounds to create the experimental conditions. Consistent with
prior research, we (1) increased shoe-sound amplitude (volume) from 0.06m to 0.15m as the
colleague “approached the door” and (2) modified walking sound pitches (holding waveform
constant) to 500-Hz to mimic female shoe sounds (Finnis and Walton 2008; Ekimov and Sabatier
2008; Li, Logan, and Pastore 1991; Turchet et al. 2016; Young 1999; link to sounds:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oxwv7IMiPMkN7Y6ZOOeS9WfCMlUqzoj?usp=sharing).
Procedure and measures. To encourage proper audio, we asked participants to access
their computer’s sound through speakers or headphones, and to then adjust its volume to a
comfortable level while judging two pieces of music allegedly being tested for office use.
Participants then read a vignette in which they were “on the first day of a new job” and
“have been told to wait in a conference room where one or more colleagues will visit to welcome
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you,” at which point they watched the video. Participants next responded to the new colleague’s
perceived status on two 1-7 Likert scales (“the person probably has a great deal of status within
the company” and “the person probably has a great deal of respect within the company”) plus an
expected-position-within-the-company scale (seven levels from entry-level to CEO), the three
items being averaged (α = .82; Anderson et al. 2012; Dubois, Rucker, and Galinsky 2012). To
check participant attention and help ensure manipulation integrity, participants then indicated
which of four sounds (including shoe sounds) they heard during the video (manipulation checks),
after which they reported demographics including their own gender identity.

Results and Discussion
Attention checks and manipulation integrity. The attention/manipulation check supported
the shoe-sound manipulations: 86.9% (364/419) correctly identified shoe-sound
presence/absence (ꭓ2(1) = 230.62, p < .001). To protect manipulation integrity, however, we
dropped the 13.1% (55) of participants who failed the attention/manipulation check, leaving 364
participants (no material effect on results).
Perceived status. A shoe-sound by participant-gender by actor-attire ANOVA on
perceived status found a shoe-sound main effect in which shoe sounds increased the colleague’s
perceived status (M’s = 3.67, 3.92; F(1, 356) = 7.69, p = .006), a colleague-attire main effect in
which business-casual attire increased the colleague’s perceived status (M’s = 3.28, 4.64; F(1,
356) = 104.92, p < .001), and a shoe-sound by participant-gender interaction (F(1, 356) = 4.52, p
= .034; Figure 1.2, Table 1.1), in which shoe sounds increased the female colleague’s perceived
status in the eyes of the male participants (MAbsent = 3.60, MPresent = 4.06; F(1, 356) = 13.27, p
< .001) but not female participants (MAbsent = 3.76, MPresent = 3.75; F(1, 356) = .19, p = .66).
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Moreover, the shoe-sound effect was consistent across attire levels within the mixed-gender
(male participant) conditions, where shoe sounds increased perceived status by .51 (3.64 – 3.13)
scale points in casual attire and .42 scale points (4.62 – 4.06) in business-casual attire.
Study 2 extended Study 1’s shoe-sound effect to a walker’s perceived status where it
arose in (1) the mixed-gender but not same-gender conditions, consistent with Hypotheses 1 and
2, and (2) both the casual and business-casual conditions, indicating that the effect transcends
such variations in attire. Gender congruity’s moderating effect, specifically the failed shoe-sound
effects in the same-gender conditions, may have arisen from Study 2’s quicker walking pace that
may have increased the perceived same-gender threat (Study 4 addresses this more directly), or
its would-be contact with the colleague/walker.
Although Studies 1 and 2 report positive shoe-sound effects on different measures and in
different contexts, neither identifies potential underlying processes beyond Study 2’s gendercongruity moderation and its implication of mate-attraction dynamics in mixed-gender
conditions and rival-competition dynamics in same-gender conditions. To begin more direct tests
of potential underlying processes, Study 3 turns to consumer shoe-sound choices for different
occasions (e.g., meeting a date vs. a potential employer), including consumer explanations of
those choices (e.g., to appear more attractive vs. competent).

Study 3: Mining Consumer Shoe-Sound Choices for Processes
To help identify processes underlying shoe-sound effects, Study 3 has consumers choose
quieter or louder shoe sounds for meeting a prospective friend, date, or employer, and then
explain each choice.
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Method
Sample, design, and stimuli. One-hundred-ninety-nine mechanical-turk participants
(45.7% women; MAge = 36.6 years, SD = 10.61) entered a three-condition (meeting a prospective
friend, date, or employer) within-subjects study.
Procedure and measures. Participants first managed their computer’s sound as in Study
2, after which they were told they would be choosing between two pairs of shoes to wear for
different occasions. The two pairs were said to (1) have comparable and relatively low heels, 1inch heels for men’s shoes and 1-2 inch heels for women’s shoes, (2) appear identical, (3) be
quite comfortable and (4) wearable to casual settings or business-casual settings, such that they
(5) differed only in the sounds they make. When walking on hard surfaces, the softer-soled shoes
make virtually no sound, whereas the harder-soled shoes make moderately-loud sounds.
Participants then listened to either the women’s (higher 500-Hz pitch) or men’s (lower 300-Hz
pitch) walking’ audio clip depending on their preference (sampled here):
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/151ArXsmIpGl_EXZidO84iIL63CpTeTgH?usp=sharing
Participants were then presented with three situations in which they would meet a samegender friend, a potentially romantic date, or an employer for lunch. Participants were told the
situations were spread out over time such that a shoe selection for one situation should not
impact the selection for another. After reading about each situation and making their choices,
participants reviewed each situation and entered a short explanation of their choice, after which
they responded to demographic questions.
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Results and Discussion
Shoe-sound choices. Although 21.3% of participants chose shoe sounds for the friend
meeting, far more chose shoe sounds for the date (47.7%; χ2(1) = 23.68, p < .001) and employer
(50.3%; χ2(1) = 30.22, p < .001) meetings. This pattern echoes Study 2’s gender-congruity
moderation in that consumers believed such moderation exists and acted accordingly: They
chose shoe sounds far more often for the date (mixed-gender in most cases) than same-gender
(friend) meeting, revealing their belief that shoe-sound effects are more positive in mixed-gender
conditions. Although framing the mixed-gender meeting as a date probably increased the mixedgender effect, some of the related perceptions and thoughts probably exist for mixed-gender
meetings in general regardless of date specifications.
Shoe-sound-choice explanations. Two independent coders blind to hypotheses and
instructed to develop their own detailed coding categories read all participant choice
explanations before developing and applying the 15 categories that emerged. Coders coded each
participant reason separately with 86% agreement, disagreements being resolved through
discussion. To increase parsimony, coders were asked to aggregate the categories into fewer
more-inclusive categories, which produced three such categories: (1) attention, such as “bring
some attention to yourself and adds some prestige in some people eyes,” whose “attention”
reference was coded as “attention” while their “prestige” reference was coded as “competence,”
(2) attraction, such as “I feel like the sounds from the hard shoes can be kind of attractive to the
other person on a date. There's something sensual about the sound here,” and (3) competence,
such as “This is to give off an assertive presence” and “I think it's a form of status, or to show I
am not afraid to make loud sounds because I am confident.”
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We compared the prevalence of each type of statement explaining choice of shoe sounds
(attention, attraction, competence) across the three meetings (friend, date, employer) and plotted
their percentages per meeting in Figure 1.3. Relative to the rate of references to attention in the
friend condition (14.3%), participants referenced attention more in the date (44.2%; χ2(1) = 9.92,
p = .002) and employer (30.9%; χ2(1) = 3.73, p = .053) conditions. Consistent with the
hypothesis that the date meeting would stimulate attractiveness-signaling while the employer
meeting would stimulate competence-signaling, the date meeting produced more attractionfocused rationales (21.1%) than did the friend (5.7%) and employer meetings (0.0%; date-nondate-χ2(1) = 26.68, p < .001), and the employer meeting produced more competence-focused
rationales (43.6%) than did the friend (11.4%) and date meetings (14.7%; employer-nonemployer-χ2(1) = 26.52, p < .001).
As for reasons for choosing the quieter shoes, participants associated shoe sounds with
threatening others, which accounts for more than 60% of their reasons. We categorized such
reasons for choosing the quieter shoes under two headings, Avoiding Noise (e.g., "no need for
noise.") and Appearing Friendly or Non-imposing (e.g., "I want to be non-threatening and

friendly. I want to be nice."). This finding is consistent with rival-competition dynamics among
same-gender people who commonly consider one another potential threats, fears that can be
increased when rivals signal confidence and competence through attention-getting behaviors.
Study 3 shows that people choose shoe sounds more when meeting a prospective date or
employer than a friend. Relative to the other conditions, and consistent with mate-attraction and
rival-competition dynamics, participants chose (1) louder shoes primarily to signal attractiveness
when meeting a potential date, (2) louder shoes primarily to signal competence when meeting a
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potential employer, and (3) quieter shoes primarily to avoid appearing overbearing when
meeting a potential friend.

Study 4: Testing Process with Measured Mediators
Study 4 replicates and extends the prior studies in three ways. First, it uses two new
walkers and four combinations of participant-and-walker genders (male-male, male-female,
female-male, female-female) to increase generalizability.
Second, Study 4 tests two walking paces to spotlight pace’s potential role in shoe-sound
effects while assessing one potential explanation of why the shoe-sound by gender-congruity
interaction was significant in Study 2 but not Study 1. That explanation is that shoe sounds at
Study 2’s more typical walking pace threatened same-gender participants and thereby blunted
positive shoe-sound effects in same-gender conditions, leaving shoe-sound effects only in the
mixed-gender conditions. Study 1, however, used a slower, meandering pace which may have
threatened same-gender participants less and thus suppressed positive shoe-sound effects less. If
correct, Study 4’s faster, more deliberate pace should replicate Study 2’s shoe-sound by gendercongruity interaction with positive shoe-sound effects in the mixed-gender but not same-gender
conditions, whereas its slower more casual pace should replicate Study 1’s non-significant
interaction with positive shoe-sound effects arising in both gender-congruity conditions.
Third, Study 4 begins testing the potential underlying processes implicated by Study 3.
Study 3 revealed that consumers use shoe sounds to increase their perceived attractiveness and
competence, though they also believe that such sounds can signal aggressiveness. To assess the
potential for such signals to explain Study 1’s shoe-sound improvements to implicit persuasion
and Study 2’s shoe-sound improvements to perceived status, Study 4 enlists Study 2’s test of
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perceived colleague status while assessing four additional outcomes and potential mediators:
perceived general competence, attractiveness, niceness, and honesty.
Study 4’s focal mediator is perceived general competence (e.g., the ability to handle
whatever arises) for both conceptual and empirical reasons. Conceptually, shoe-sound entries
into auditory spaces and the attention they command should automatically (limited cognition)
signal that the walker is assertive and confident, which signals competence. Moreover, such
competence is a broad concept likely to apply to many contexts and likely to increase and/or
signal other dimensions such as attractiveness. And whereas attractiveness, niceness, and honesty
may also be important, shoe sounds do not signal them as clearly or directly as they signal
dimensions such as assertiveness.

Method
Participants, design, and stimuli. Five-hundred-eighty-two mechanical-turk participants
(40.7% women; MAge = 36.5 years, SD = 11.0) were randomly assigned to one of 12 conditions
in a participant-gender (female, male) by colleague-gender (female, male) by shoe-sound level
(no shoe sounds, casual (slower) pace shoe sounds, deliberate (faster) pace shoe sounds)
between-subjects experiment.
The stimuli corresponded to Study 2 except that we (1) shot the video in a slightly
different conference room, (2) added a male walker different from Study 1’s walkers, (2) tested a
different female walker, both walkers wearing business-casual attire, (3) used Study 3’s higherpitched 500hz shoe sounds for the female walker and Study 3’s lower-pitched 300hz shoe
sounds (holding wave-form constant across pitches; see Appendix C and Study 3 sample) for the
male walker to reflect typical gender differences in shoe-sound pitches (Finnis and Walton 2008;
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Ekimov and Sabatier 2008; Li, Logan, and Pastore 1991; Turchet et al. 2016; Young 1999), and
(4) varied the colleague’s walking pace in the shoe-sound conditions at two common levels; a
slower stroll-like casual pace (1.25 steps/second), and a quicker more purposive deliberate pace
(1.67 steps/second; Finnis and Walton 2008; Ekimov and Sabatier 2008; Li, Logan, and Pastore
1991; Turchet et al. 2016; Young 1999).
Procedure and measures. As in Study 2, participants watched a would-be new female or
male colleague visit their conference room to welcome them, and then assessed the colleague’s
status on Study 2’s three items (status, respect, estimated position in the company; α = .84). They
then watched the video again and responded to four additional potential outcomes/mediators.
The first and more general mediator was perceived walker competence, which was measured
with three averaged items (α = .89) adapted from the self-efficacy and resilience factors of the
psychological-capital scale: s/he “can handle any problem that comes along,” “is fiercely selfreliant,” and “is very self-assured” (Luthans, Youssef, and Avolio 2007). To streamline data
collection, participants then indicated their perceptions of the colleague’s niceness,
attractiveness, and honesty on 1-7 single-item Likert scales. To check participant attention and
the manipulations, participants recalled the colleague’s expressed gender and indicated which of
four sounds (including shoe sounds) they heard in the video, and then addressed demographics.

Results and Discussion
Attention checks and manipulation checks. The checks supported the manipulations:
89.7% (522/582) of participants correctly identified shoe-sound presence/absence (ꭓ2(1) =
366.74, p < .001), and 94.8% (552/582) correctly identified colleague gender (ꭓ2(1) = 468.19, p
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< .001). To protect manipulation integrity, we dropped the 14.6% (85) who failed at least one
check (5 failed both), leaving 497 participants (no material effect on results).
Analytical Approach and General Findings. Because theory implicates the type of shoesound by gender-congruity (same, mixed) interaction pattern that emerged in Studies 2 and 3, we
re-code the participant-gender by colleague-gender combinations as their equivalent participantgender by gender-congruity (same, mixed) combinations, such that the focal test involves
Hypothesis 2’s predicted shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction.
Given that most of this study’s shoe-sound effects arose on the colleague’s perceived
status and competence rather than their perceived niceness, attractiveness, or honesty, we
simplify by beginning with this overview section of the shoe-sound by gender-congruity by
participant-gender ANOVAs run on each of the five outcomes, after which we turn to separate
theory-focused explications of the perceived status and competence findings, including the
follow-up tests to the status and competence ANOVAs reported here as well as mediation tests.
Consistent with theory and prior results, a significant shoe-sound main effect (F(2, 485)
= 4.82, p = .008; MAbsent = 3.57, MCasual = 3.74, MDeliberate = 3.88) and shoe-sound by gendercongruity interaction (F(2, 485) = 3.09, p = .046; see Figure 1.4) arose on perceived colleague
status, where shoe sounds increased perceived status more in the mixed-gender (MAbsent = 3.45,
MCasual = 3.71, MDeliberate = 4.05) than same-gender (MAbsent = 3.68, MCasual = 3.77, MDeliberate =
3.73) cases (see Table 1.2 and Figure 1.4). Shoe-sounds also increased perceived colleague
competence (F(2, 485) = 6.37, p = .002; MAbsent = 4.56, MCasual = 4.84, MDeliberate = 4.91), but
interacted only directionally with gender congruity (F(2, 485) = 1.93, p = .146; MMixed-Absent =
4.45, MMixed-Casual = 4.77, MMixed-Deliberate = 5.04, and MSame-Absent = 4.66, MSame-Casual = 4.92, MSameDeliberate

= 4.79). A directionally similar shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction arose on
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perceived colleague niceness (F(2, 485) = 2.58, p = .077), though the shoe-sound effect was
non-significant in both the mixed-gender (F(2, 485) = 1.12, p = .29; MMixed-Absent = 4.85, MMixedCasual

= 4.97, MMixed-Deliberate = 5.05) and same-gender (F(2, 485) = 1.69, p = .194; MSame-Absent =

4.85, MSame-Casual = 4.65, MSame-Deliberate = 4.58) conditions. No shoe-sound main or interaction
effects arose on perceived colleague attractiveness or honesty. 1
Perceived status and competence explication. To explicate the overall ANOVA’s shoesound by gender-congruity interaction while addressing the possibility that a slow walking pace
contributed to the non-significance of Study 1’s interaction, we conducted two shoe-sound by
gender-congruity by participant-gender ANOVAs on perceived colleague status, each with the
same no-sound control conditions but one with the causal-pace shoe-sound conditions and the
other with the deliberate-pace shoe-sound conditions. We used the same procedure to assess
perceived competence.
We first address general differences across the two pace conditions before turning to the
interaction discrepancy across Studies 1 and 2. At the casual pace, the shoe-sound main effect on
perceived status was marginally significant (F(1, 485) = 2.60, p = .107; MAbsent = 3.57, MCasual =
3.74) while the interaction was not (F(1, 485) = 0.02, p = .88). But at the deliberate pace, both
the shoe-sound main effect (F(1, 485) = 9.64, p = .002; MAbsent = 3.57, MDeliberate = 3.88) and
shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction were significant (F(1, 485) = 5.89, p = .016). As in
Study 2, shoe sounds increased perceived status in the mixed-gender (F(1, 485) = 14.25, p

1Ancillary

Effects: Relative to the same-gender colleague, participants considered the different-gender colleague to
be nicer (MSame = 4.69, MDifferent = 4.96; F(1, 485) = 5.65, p = .018), more attractive (MSame = 4.65, MDifferent = 4.98;
F(1, 485) = 4.59, p = .03), and more honest (MSame = 4.65, MDifferent = 4.98; F(1, 485) = 10.03, p = .002). Also,
participant-gender by gender-congruity interactions arose on perceived status, niceness, attractiveness, and honesty
due to the fact that, relative to female participants, male participants generally responded more positively to the
different-gender than same-gender colleague (perceived attractiveness example: MMales-Same = 4.42, MMales-Different =
5.16, MFemales-Same = 4.98, and MFemales-Different = 4.68; F(1, 485) = 25.90, p < .001).
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< .001; MAbsent = 3.45, MDeliberate = 4.05) but not same-gender (F(1, 485) = 0.09, p = .76; MAbsent =
3.68, MDeliberate = 3.73) condition.
Perceived colleague competence exhibited a similar pattern. At the casual pace, the shoesound main effect was significant (F(1, 485) = 7.62, p = .006; MAbsent = 4.56, MCasual = 4.84)
while the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction was not (F(1, 485) = 0.08, p = .79). At the
deliberate pace, however, the shoe-sound main effect was significant (F(1, 485) = 13.27, p
< .001; MAbsent = 4.56, MCasual = 4.91) and the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction was
close (F(1, 485) = 3.70, p = .055), where the pattern mirrored the prior significant interactions on
perceived status: Shoe sounds increased perceived competence in the mixed-gender (F(1, 485) =
14.07, p < .001; MAbsent = 4.45, MDeliberate = 5.05) but not same-gender (F(1, 485) = 0.09, p = .76;
MAbsent = 4.66, MDeliberate = 4.79) condition.
As for the Study 1-2 interaction discrepancy, Study 4’s pace effects largely support the
pace account. The fact that Study 4 found the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction in the
faster-pace (as in Study 2) but not slower-paced (as in Study 1) condition is consistent with the
pace-based account, as is the pattern of means in the deliberate-pace condition given that they
match Study 2’s pattern. However, the pattern does not match Study 1’s pattern in one important
way; the failure to find a shoe-sound effect on perceived status in the same-gender condition
comparable to that in the mixed-gender condition: Whereas the shoe-sound effect on status was
marginally significant in the casual-pace mixed-gender condition (F(1, 485) = 2.77, p = .097;
MAbsent = 3.45, MCasual = 3.71), the shoe-sound effect was non-significant in the same-gender
condition (F(1, 485) = 0.28, p = .59; MAbsent = 3.68, MCasual = 3.77). That said, two
considerations: First, Study 4’s slower causal pace was faster than Study 1’s meandering pace,
which may have produced a greater sense of threat in the same-gender conditions. Second, Study
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4’s competence pattern maps onto Study 1 fairly well: Shoe sounds increased perceived
competence significantly in the mixed-gender condition (F(1, 485) = 4.08, p = .04; MAbsent =
4.45, MCasual = 4.77) and marginally in the same-gender condition (F(1, 485) = 2.68, p = .103;
MAbsent = 4.66, MCasual = 4.92).
Mediation analysis. We tested perceived competence’s mediation of the significant shoesound (absent = −1, present = 1) and gender-congruity (same-gender = −1, mixed-gender = +1)
effects on perceived status in the deliberate-pace conditions (PROCESS Model 8; Hayes, 2017).
As seen in Figure 1.5, the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction on perceived competence
was marginally significant (b = .12, t = 1.85, p = .06), after which (in the pathway) perceived
competence increased perceived status significantly (b = .61, t = 16.00, p < .001). Consistent
with Hypothesis 3, the indirect Shoe-sound  Perceived-Competence  Perceived-Status
pathway was significant in the mixed-gender (b = .18, CI: [.07, .30]) but not same-gender (b
= .04, CI: [−.07, .15]) conditions, the two pathways differing from one another marginally
(moderated-mediation-index = .14, CI: [−.008, .30]). However, an additional model run within
the mixed-gender conditions alone replicates the significant indirect path and reveals a remaining
and significant direct effect of shoe sounds on perceived status, (b = .13, t = 2.07, p = .04),
thereby indicating that the mediation was only partial.
Study 4 extended the prior studies in various ways that included demonstrating positive
shoe-sound effects on the perceived competence and status of both men and women. Consistent
with mate-attraction and rival-competition dynamics, shoe sounds increased perceived status in
the mixed-gender but not same-gender deliberate-pace conditions, an effect that was mediated by
perceived competence. However, that mediation was only partial, suggesting limitations to
perceived competence’s mediation and the possibility of purely direct effects or other mediators.
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Although pace could not fully account for the Study 1 and 2 difference in the significance
of the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction, it nonetheless plays an important role in
shoe-sound effects and appears to have contributed to the Study 1-2 difference. To reinforce the
importance of pace, consider the mixed versus same gender differences in shoe-sound effects on
perceptions of male walkers across Studies 1 and 4 (Study 1 tested only male walkers; see in
table 1.3).
Increasing the male walker’s pace (from top to bottom rows) steadily increased the
positive shoe-sound-effect differential across mixed and same genders. Although the reasons for
why faster paces increase shoe-sound effects in general and shoe-sound effects among differentgender observers in particular are not our focus, two potential explanations seem likely. First, a
faster pace signals more energy and power, which may in turn signal greater mate viability and
rival threats.
Second, appearing busy may play a role given that busyness can increase perceived
competence, ambition, and status, a type of “conspicuous consumption” of the individual
(Bellezza et al. 2017). Nonetheless, this study’s shoe sound effects reflect dynamics beyond
those of pure busyness effects given that shoe-sound effects emerged at a sluggish pace (Study
1) and less-than-harried paces (deliberate paces were not racing) while evidencing mateattraction and rival-competition dynamics foreign to busyness effects (Bellezza et al. 2017).
Finally, the failure of shoe sounds to increase the walker’s perceived attractiveness in the
deliberate-pace mixed-gender conditions implicates a problem with the theory or the measures,
and in this case we suspect it is the measures for various reasons: (1) The drive to re-produce is
voracious within many species including many humans, such that it seems likely to be involved
in the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interactions that commonly arise here and elsewhere
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(Tajadura-Jimenez et al. 2015). (2) Hard-wired sexual attraction doubtless moderates adult
interactions with potential mates and has done so for many years throughout one’s adulthood,
such that biases toward potential mates are both inherent and habit, meaning they may function
automatically and somewhat independently of the perceived attractiveness of a particular person.
(3) To avoid contamination from face effects and to avoid results limited to one face or face
style, we did not include the walkers’ faces in the videos, which probably blunted variation in
perceived attractiveness, and with it, sensitivity to shoe-sound effects. (4) There was no direct
interaction with the walker, the type that might exaggerate shoe-sound effects on perceived
attractiveness. Study 5thus tests mate-attraction dynamics in a different way by testing the
moderating role of the observer’s background level of sexual desire.

Study 5: The Limitations of Perceived-Competence Mediation Plus Tests of MateAttraction and Rival-Competition Dynamics
To fortify and explicate the shoe-sound effects found on implicit persuasion in Study 1
and status in Studies 2 and 4, Study 5 enlists a personal selling lab scenario that (1) increases
generalizability while testing explicit persuasion, (2) directly measures the ultimate
(evolutionary) motivations of sexual desire and competitiveness to test if sexual desire increases
positive shoe-sound effects in mixed-gender cases while competitiveness reduces positive shoesound effects in same-gender cases (Hypothesis 4), and (3) assesses the possibility that
heightened observer-walker competition muddies mediation from perceived walker competence
due to the fact that walker (salesperson) competence could be turned against observers
(consumers) who then see such competence as a negative rather than a positive (Hypothesis 5).
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Method
Sample, design, and stimuli. Three-hundred-seventy-three students (47.2% Women; MAge
= 21.4 years, SD = 2.88) earning extra credit at a major U.S. university were randomly assigned
to one of eight between-subjects conditions in a shoe sounds (absent, present) by salesperson
gender (female, male) by participant gender (female, male) experiment.
Procedure. Participants were run in groups of 1-8 in a mid-sized conference room where
they sat on both sides of a long table with a screen in the front of the room on which videos were
shown. Everyone per session was thus in the same experimental condition, where conditions
were systematically rotated across sessions.
Participants imagined visiting a car dealership where they offered to pay $22,000 for a
car originally priced at $25,000, after which the salesperson took their offer to the sales manager.
Participants then watched a video of the salesperson approaching (using Study 4’s walking
videos) and entering the room’s doorway, at which point participants read that the salesperson
was counteroffering $23,000, saying it was the best they could offer. Participants then indicated
their likelihood of accepting the counteroffer (1 (Not at All Likely) to 7 (Very Likely)). Next,
participants read that they counter-counter offered $22,500, but that the salesperson said they
regrettably could not accommodate that price, at which point participants indicated whether they
would accept the $23,000 price or keep looking. They then re-watched the video and indicated
the salesperson’s perceived competence on Study 4’s items (α = .80).
Participants then responded to the manipulation checks from Study 4 before turning to
measures of the proposed ultimate (evolutionary) motivations (all 1-7 strongly-disagree to
strongly-agree Likert scales). The first such motivation was sexual desire, which was measured
with three items paraphrasing three of the dyadic sexual desire items from Spector et al.’s (1996)
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Sexual Desire Inventory 2 (α = .82; “I get sexually excited very easily,” “I commonly fantasize
about having sex with other people,” “I believe my sex drive is higher than most other
people’s”). The second evolutionary motivation was competitiveness, which was measured with
three items from Menesini, Tassi, and Nocentini (2018; α = .75; “I find myself being competitive
even in situations that do not call for competition,” “I can’t stand to lose an argument,” “I often
find myself turning a friendly game or activity into a serious contest”). The study closed with
demographic questions including the participant’s gender identity.

Results
Attention and manipulation checks. The checks supported the shoe-sound and colleaguegender manipulations: 91.4% (341/373) of participants correctly identified walking sound
presence/absence (ꭓ2(1) = 255.98, p < .001), and 94.1% (351/373) correctly identified
salesperson gender (ꭓ2(1) = 290.19, p < .001). To protect manipulation integrity, we dropped the
52 participants who failed at least one check (2 failed both) plus 25 participants identifying as
gay or bisexual and 22 participants who left one or more focal measures blank, leaving 274
participants (no material effects on results).
Offer-acceptance likelihood. A shoe-sound by gender-congruity by participant-gender
ANOVA on offer-acceptance likelihood found a shoe-sound main effect in which shoe sounds
increased offer acceptance (MAbsent = 3.57, MPresent = 3.94; F(1, 266) = 6.41, p = .012), a
participant-gender main effect in which females were more likely to accept the offer than males
(MMales = 3.52, MFemales = 4.07; F(1, 266) = 14.58, p < .001), and a shoe-sound by gendercongruity interaction (F(1, 266) = 12.81, p < .001) that replicated the Study 2-4 patterns (Figure
1.6): Shoe-sounds increased offer acceptance in the mixed-gender (MAbsent = 3.51, MPresent = 4.39;
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F(1, 266) = 18.65, p < .001) but not same-gender (MAbsent = 3.64, MPresent = 3.52; F(1, 266) =
0.55, p = .46) conditions.
Deal taking following counteroffer rejection. The fact that offer-acceptance-likelihood
(prior measure) could account for only 24% of the variance in deal taking (r = .49) indicates that
the two outcomes are somewhat distinct. A participant-gender by gender-congruity by shoesound log-linear model on deal taking (no, yes; Figure 1.7) revealed a significant gender main
effect in which females were more likely (38.8%) than males (26.1%) to take the deal (χ2(1) =
4.94, p = .026), and a marginally significant shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction (χ2(1) =
2.59, p = .108). Shoe sounds marginally increased deal-taking in the mixed-gender condition
from 27.7% to 41.4% (χ2(1) = 3.33, p = .068), but had no effect in the same-gender condition
(30.3% vs. 27.4%; χ2(1) = 0.20, p = .66). Comparing the mixed-gender shoe-sound condition
(41.4%) with the other three conditions, which were comparable (27.7%, 30.3%, 27.4%),
punctuates the positive shoe-sound effect when genders differed (χ2(1) = 4.06, p = .044).
Perceived competence. A three-way ANOVA on perceived competence found positive
main effects of shoe sounds (MAbsent = 3.85, MPresent = 4.22; F(1, 266) = 10.15, p = .002),
participant gender (MMales = 3.94, MFemales = 4.17; F(1, 266) = 4.09, p = .044), and gender
congruity (MSame-Gender = 3.88, MMixed-Gender = 4.22; F(1, 266) = 4.54, p = .034). It also revealed
two telling interactions: First, the shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction arose again (F(1,
266) = 9.35, p = .002) in which shoe-sounds significantly increased perceptions of the
salesperson’s competence in the mixed-gender (MAbsent = 3.84, MPresent = 4.57; F(1, 266) = 19.46,
p < .001) but not same-gender (MAbsent = 3.86, MPresent = 3.89; F(1, 266) = 0.08, p = .93)
conditions. Second, a significant participant-gender by gender-congruity interaction emerged
(F(1, 266) = 38.68, p < .001) in which mixed-gender conditions produced more perceived
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competence within male participants (MSame-Gender = 3.49, MMixed-Gender = 4.45; F(1, 266) = 39.47,
p < .001) but less perceived competence within female participants (MSame-Gender = 4.42, MMixedGender

= 3.95; F(1, 266) = 7.49, p = .007), meaning both participant genders considered the

saleswoman to be more competent than the salesman.
Perceived competence mediation tests. We tested perceived competence’s mediation of
the shoe-sound (absent = −1, present = +1) and shoe-sound by gender-congruity (same-gender =
−1, mixed-gender = +1) interaction effects on both offer-acceptance likelihood and final deal
acceptance (PROCESS Model 8; Hayes 2017). Because the two outcomes produced comparable
results, we report the offer-acceptance results here and the deal-taking results in Appendix D.
Even though moderated mediation was significant in the overall model (moderated-mediation
index = .10; CI: [.02, .19]), that effect reflects aggregation bias as perceived competence failed to
mediate shoe-sound effects within the same-gender and mixed-gender conditions when assessed
separately as seen in Figure 1.8. As predicted, shoe sounds increased perceived competence in
the mixed-gender case, and as feared, perceived competence was unrelated to offer acceptance.
The mixed pattern emerged in the same-gender case where shoe-sounds failed to increase
perceived competence as expected, but surprisingly perceived competence increased offer
acceptance. Therefore, perceived-competence mediation may be subject to boundary conditions
in which observers and walkers are competing.
Ultimate motivations process tests: Sexual desire. We first tested mate-attraction
dynamics by adding sexual desire (and interactions) to the mixed-gender offer-acceptance
likelihood model, which revealed a marginally significant sexual-desire by shoe-sound
interaction (F(1, 127) = 2.78, p = .098). A Johnson-Neyman floodlight analysis (Spiller et al.
2013; Figure 1.9, left side) shows that shoe-sound effects were non-significant when observers
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were low in sexual desire, but that as sexual desire increased, positive shoe-sound effects
gradually increased as predicted (significance beginning at 2.50 or −.98 SD). Although the
interaction supports Hypothesis 4, it nonetheless took an unexpected form: Increased sexual
desire reduced offer-acceptance likelihood in the no-shoe-sound condition, where shoe-sounds
re-instated the offer-acceptance likelihood otherwise lost at higher levels of sexual desire. One
potential explanation of sexual desire’s reduction to offer acceptance likelihood in the control
(no-shoe-sound) condition is that greater desire heightens expectations of opposite-gendered
people.
We followed the same procedure with deal taking, which produced a sexual-desire by
shoe-sound by gender interaction (χ2(1) = 4.93, p = .026; Figure 1.9, right side). Within females,
the predicted sexual-desire by shoe-sound interaction was significant (χ2(1) = 6.81, p = .009),
where shoe-sounds increased deal taking at higher but now lower levels of observer sexual
desire (significance beginning at 3.40 or +.06 SD).
Within males, however, the predicted sexual-desire by shoe-sound interaction failed to
materialize given that increasing sexual-desire steadily increased deal taking regardless of shoe
sounds (sexual-desire main-effect-χ2(1) = 4.32, p = .038).
Ultimate motivations process tests: Competitiveness. We first tested rival-competition
dynamics by adding competitiveness and its interactions to the same-gender offer-acceptance
model which revealed the predicted competitiveness by shoe-sound interaction (F(1, 131) =
12.31, p < .001; Figure 1.10, left side). As expected, shoe sounds reduced offer acceptance
among consumers high in competitiveness (> 5.05), had no effect on offer acceptance among
consumers moderate in competitiveness (3.26 - 5.04), and increased offer acceptance among
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consumers low in competitiveness (< 3.37), where rival-competition and its suppression of shoesound effects should be minimal.
We then ran the same model on deal taking where the predicted competitiveness by shoesound interaction was significant (χ2(1) = 5.34, p = .021). Shoe sounds marginally increased deal
taking when competitiveness was low (< 2.23, −1.56 SD), but shoe sounds significantly reduced
deal taking when competitiveness was high (> 5.88, +1.13 SD) (Figure 1.10, right side).

Discussion
Study 5 tested shoe-sound effects using a personal selling scenario in which a
salesperson’s shoe sounds generally increased offer acceptance in the mixed-gender but not
same-gender conditions, a pattern that replicates the interaction pattern found in Studies 2-4.
Although that same pattern emerged in perceived salesperson competence, perceived
competence failed to correlate with offer acceptance likelihood in the mixed-gender conditions.
This suggests that the type of observer-walker competition inherent in personal selling contexts
may constitute a boundary condition for perceived competence mediation of shoe-sound effects
due to any number of effects such as perceived “opponent” competence being considered a
neutral or negative feature. As in Study 4, perceived attractiveness failed to mediate shoe-sound
effects, as did the sense of competition with the salesperson, though the salesperson’s shoe
sounds did increase the latter in mixed-gender conditions.
Measured-moderator tests of mate attraction and rival competition confirmed both
dynamics. Greater consumer sexual desire produced positive shoe-sound effects on offeracceptance likelihood in mixed-gender cases (mate-attraction effects), while greater consumer
competitiveness eliminated such shoe-sound effects in same-gender cases (rival-competition
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effects). That said, various results across the studies suggest that other mediators may be
involved and/or that shoe sounds may have direct, unmediated effects on the outcomes studied.
For example, shoe sounds increased offer-acceptance likelihood within low-competitiveness
consumers in Study 5’s same-gender condition, an effect that was not mediated by perceived
competence. This is consistent with the directional shoe-sound effect within Study 5’s lowphysical-desire consumers in its mixed-gender condition, and with Study 4’s direct shoe-sound
effect on perceived status after controlling for perceived competence.

General Discussion
The current research shows that people’s shoe sounds can impact the walker’s impression
and his/her influences over others. Shoe sounds capture attention and signal the walker’s
competence, which produces numerous downstream outcomes such as greater social status
inferences and persuasion effectiveness. But whereas shoe sounds increase the positive
responses of mixed-gendered people, they have fewer such positive effects on same-gendered
people. Mediation and moderation process tests illuminate shoe-sound effects’ underlying
mechanism by demonstrating mate-attraction and rival-competition dynamics. In mixed-gender
cases, where mate-attraction dynamics prevail, shoe sounds produce largely positive effects
moderated by the observer’s background level of sexual desire, whereas in same-gender cases,
where rival-competition dynamics prevail, shoe sounds produce largely null-to-negative effects
moderated by the observer’s background level of competitiveness.
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Theoretical Contributions
This study contributes to research on sounds influencing consumer impression formation
and decision-making (Bruner 1990; Lageat, Czellar, and Laurent 2003; Lowe, Loveland, and
Krishna 2019; Meyers-Levy, Bublitz, and Peracchio 2009; Spence and Zampini 2006). Prior
research focuses mainly on ambient (background) sounds, product sounds, and voice,
demonstrating their effects on both the producers and perceivers of such sounds. We add to these
research streams by documenting another type of sound, action sounds, specifically shoe sounds,
which are more under the control of the individual and thus more likely to influence how people
see them (Lemaitre and Heller 2012; Vanderveer 1979).
The findings also contribute to research documenting how subtle cues can influence
perceived social status and persuasion (Bellezza, Gino, and Keinan 2014; Bellezza, Paharia, and
Keinan 2017; Han, Nunes, and Drze 2010). We add to this research by demonstrating that shoe
sounds, an auditory cue heretofore overlooked by such research, can enhance the walker’s
perceived status and persuasiveness. And even though prior status research has sometimes
examined effects from either the observer or producer of potential status signals and
persuasiveness (Otterbring et al. 2018; Puska et al. 2016; Wang and Griskevicius 2013), we
believe this is the first study to systematically examine all four conventional gender
combinations and show consistent gender-congruity effects.

Practical Implications
The results suggest that consumers and managers should leverage shoe-sound effects to
enhance impression management. Consumers may want to leverage shoe sounds when needing
to signal competence to potential employers and rivals. More generally, consumers can leverage
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shoe sounds to develop and maintain their “personal brand” (e.g., Clark 2011) and how they are
perceived by friends, colleagues, employers, and clients.
For managers, they can locate hard floors where employees will encounter clients, and
then have employees wear hard-soled shoes, focus on mixed-gendered clients. Such strategies
should resonate with luxury hotels, high-end professional firms (law, finance, etc.), and some
governmental settings, though the effects are not limited to such formal contexts as study 1’s
college-classroom test demonstrates.
Consider, for example, a largely men’s clothing store such as Hugo Boss. Although the
results suggest that their saleswomen wear hard-soled shoes on hard floors to maximize their
perceived competence for the store’s predominately men patrons, salesmen might better wear
softer-soled shoes to avoid appearing unduly competitive given that their function is to serve not
compete. However, that latter recommendation may not hold if patrons see the salesperson as
subservient and thus no threat.
On the other hand, consider healthcare facilities that want to appear welcoming and
supportive while not contributing to any sense of bedlam that might arise. In such contexts, softsoled shoes may be preferred. This was the case with study 1’s participants who chose softersounding shoes to appear friendlier and less imposing when meeting a prospective samegendered friend. It is no surprise then that healthcare systems commonly require soft-soled
shoes: [Shoes] “Shall be safe, appropriate for job duties, clean and in good repair and noise free
for the hospital environment” (Adventist Health guidelines 2019).
Finally, these sorts of considerations can help inform promotional efforts as well where
advertisers can leverage quieter and louder shoes to reinforce desired character images. Ads for
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luxury products or powerful cars might then enlist shoe sounds, whereas ads for everyday
consumer goods might better avoid them.

Limitations and Future Research
One significant limitation of this research is that it is likely to be culture-bound, meaning
it may not apply to other cultures such as those in the east. In Japan, for example, invading a
person’s auditory space is considered rude, such that quieter, less immoderate shoes and shoe
sounds are likely to be preferred over shoe sounds that appear vulgar by comparison. Consider
the following description from a Japanese newspaper profiling social sources of “meiwaku” or
annoyance: “Slap! Slap! Slap! A college girl in hard soles is zipping down the steps after a train
of her own. With each stride her shoes assault both the concrete and eardrums of every person on
the platform, many of whom, no doubt, would like to help her meet her train. Head on. The girl
herself is oblivious. She never notices the dark clouds that rise from people’s heads, clouds that
spell . . . Meiwaku!’ (Dillon 2007). Those same sorts of cultural differences might also appear
across sub-cultures within one country, possibilities that invite future research.
Another limitation is that in order to maximize internal validity in this relatively early
scientific investigation into shoe-sound effects, our lab studies omitted the walker’s face and
tested only business-casual attire (Carney, Hall, and LeBeau 2005). But that internal validity
sacrificed some measure of external validity. Whereas the field study (Study 1) assuages some
such concerns, future research may want to replicate the lab findings with more enriched walker
presences including greater variation in walker appearances and clothing. This would open the
door to a number of potential moderating influences, including potential shoe-sound interactions
with the walker’s attractiveness, facial expressions, jewelry, and eyeglasses.
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Future research may also want to test shoe-sound effects on wearer self-perceptions and
consumer behaviors. Given that shoe sounds can increase emotional arousal (Tonetto,
Klanovicz, and Spence 2014), consumers who produce shoe sounds may be more likely to
choose more arousing products (e.g., energy drink) over less arousing products (apple juice; Di
Muro and Murray 2012), and more likely to make risky rather than conservative decisions.
Finally, shoe sounds constitute a type of physical presence, such that other forms of
physical presence may produce similar effects that might merit investigation. For example, a
person’s physical size may command attention and signal strength even if the individual is
especially mild mannered. Loud voices and fast talking may also signal confidence and skills,
such that they may produce effects comparable to those of shoe sounds.
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Table 1.1. Study 2: Perceived Walker Status by
Gender Congruity and Walker Attire
Status

Gender
Colleague
Congruity
Attire
Mixed
Casual
(Female
Participants)

Walking
Sounds

n

Absent

42

3.17 (1.10)

Present

41

3.08 (0.98)

Business
Casual

Absent

46

4.30 (1.05)

Present

35

4.52 (1.06)

Absent

52

3.13 (0.98)

Present

54

3.64 (1.14)

Absent

54

4.06 (1.05)

Present

40

4.62 (0.81)

Same
(Male
Participants)

Casual

Business
Casual

Mean

SD

Table 1.2. Study 2: Mean Participant Perceptions of Colleagues

Participant Colleague
Gender
Gender
Pace
Women

Woman

Man

Men

Woman

Man

n

Status

Perceived
Competence

Niceness

Attractiveness

Honesty

Mean SD

Mean SD

Mean SD

Mean

SD

Mean SD

5.03 (0.92)

4.85

(1.06)

4.64 (1.03)

Control

33 3.45 (1.26) 4.58 (1.29)

Casual

32 3.63 (0.82) 4.99 (0.85)

4.75 (0.92)

5.03

(1.15)

4.72 (0.96)

Deliberate 38 3.68 (1.22) 5.18 (1.20)

4.79 (1.23)

5.05

(1.31)

4.92 (1.15)

Control

32 3.69 (1.07) 4.46 (1.20)

4.75 (1.14)

4.56

(1.08)

4.91 (1.09)

Casual

30 3.92 (1.01) 4.89 (1.02)

4.70 (0.79)

4.70

(1.06)

4.87 (0.94)

Deliberate 31 4.38 (0.98) 5.23 (0.93)

5.13 (0.76)

4.77

(1.06)

4.84 (0.86)

Control

47 3.29 (0.89) 4.44 (1.21)

4.91 (0.97)

5.00

(1.08)

5.00 (1.02)

Casual

57 3.60 (0.96) 4.71 (1.03)

5.11 (1.06)

5.25

(0.99)

5.09 (0.93)

Deliberate 51 3.86 (0.99) 4.93 (1.17)

5.00 (0.98)

5.22

(1.21)

5.12 (1.01)

Control

48 3.84 (0.97) 4.72 (1.12)

4.73 (1.07)

4.48

(1.20)

4.79 (0.99)

Casual

47 3.87 (0.91) 4.88 (0.83)

4.57 (0.99)

4.49

(1.10)

4.55 (0.95)

Deliberate 51 3.76 (1.04) 4.50 (0.93)

4.43 (0.81)

4.29

(0.90)

4.49 (0.78)

Notes.− Typicality = gender typicality, A = gender-atypical, T = gender-typical. Each block’s controlcondition mean (bolded) was subtracted from each participant’s corresponding score within that block
to produce the control-corrected values (e.g., Figure 3).
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Table 1.3. Study 4: Shoe-Sound Effects on Perceptions of Male Walkers
Across Studies 1 and 4
Mixed
Gender

Same
Gender

Shoe-Sound
Effect Difference

63.9%

65.0%

−1.1%

Study 4’s Casual Pace
(Shoe-Sound – Control Perceived Status)

0.23

0.03

0.20

Study 4’s Deliberate Pace
(Shoe-Sound – Control Perceived Status)

0.69

−0.08

0.77

Study 1’s Meandering Pace
(Choice of Male Researcher)
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Heightened
Observer-Walker
Competition

Perceived
Competence
H3
H5
H2
H1a

Shoe Sounds

Absence vs. Presence

Gender Congruity

+ Mixed-Gender: Mate Attraction
− Same-Gender: Rival Competition

H2

H1b,c
H4

Ultimate (Evolutionary)
Motivations

Sexual Desire in Mixed-Gender Cases
Competitiveness in Same-Gender Cases

Figure 1.1. Conceptual Framework
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Status and
Persuasion

Perceived
Status

5.0

4.5

No Shoe
Sounds
Shoe
Sounds

4.62**

4.52
4.30
4.06

4.0
3.64**
3.5
3.17

3.13

3.08

3.0

2.5

2.0

Casual
Walker Attire

Business-Casual
Walker Attire

Same-Gender
(Female) Conditions

Casual
Walker Attire

Business-Casual
Walker Attire

Mixed-Gender
(Male) Conditions

Note. Within mixed-gender conditions, control vs. shoe-sound simple-effect p's ≤ .01***.
Corresponding same-gender simple-effect p's > .34.

Figure 1.2. Study 2: Shoe-Sound Effects on The Female Walker’s Perceived
Status by Gender-Congruity and Walker Attire
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Figure 1.3. Study 3: Choice-Explanation Prevalence
Across the Three Types of Meetings
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Figure 1.4. Study 4: Shoe-Sound Effects on Perceived
Colleague Status by Gender Congruity
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Shoe sounds

Absent (−1), Present (+1)

Shoe-sound by
Gender-Congruity
Interaction

b = .12, SE = .06,
t = 1.85, p = .06

Perceived
Competence

b = .61, SE = .04,
t = 16.00, p < .001

Perceived
Status

Direct Interaction  PS: b = .07, SE = .04, t = 1.53, p = .128

Gender Congruity

Shoe-Sound Indirect Effects
Same-Gender: b = .04, SE = .05, CI: [−.07, .15]
Mixed-gender: b = .18, SE = .06, CI: [.07, .30]
Moderated-Mediation Index = .14, CI: [−.008, .30]

Same (−1), Mixed (+1)

Mixed-Gender-Only Model to Test the Shoe-Sound Direct Effect
Shoe-Sound  PC  PS: b = .18, SE = .06, CI: [.07, .30]
Shoe-Sound  PS: b = .13, SE = .06, t = 2.07, p = .04

Notes. Int = shoe-sound by gender-congruity interaction, PS = perceived status, CI = 95% confidence
intervals. The moderated-mediation index tests the difference between the two indirect effects.

Figure 1.5. Study 4: Path Model, Deliberate Pace
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Figure 1.6. Study 4: Offer-Acceptance Likelihood
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Figure 1.7. Study 4: Participant Deal-Taking Percentages After
Salesperson Rejection of Their Counteroffer
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Figure 1.8. Study 5 Path Models: Offer-Acceptance-Likelihood
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p < .05
<--2.50

p < .05
<--3.40
(+.06SD)

(−.98SD)

Figure 1.9. Study 5: Sexual Desire Moderation of Shoe-Sound Effects in Opposite-Gender
Conditions

Figure 1.10. Study 5: Competitiveness Moderation of Shoe-Sound Effects in Same-Gender
Conditions
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ESSAY 2. HOW TO PRESENT PRODUCT INFORMATION MORE EFFICIENTLY:
VISUAL DEMARCATION EFFECTS ON CUSTOMER ONLINE SHOPPING
BEHAVIORS

Abstract
Consumers often desire a great deal of product information, yet webpage displays have
limited space, leaving marketers to economize on product display and information spaces as
much as possible. The current research proposes one way to help this process, which is to
demarcate multiple display elements from one another by varying colors, shadings,
highlightings, etc. across the various background and foreground elements. The goal is to retain a
great deal of information without reducing sales through unduly crowded displays. Extending
prior research on foreground-background contrast that highlights foreground display objects
from their background, the current research coins Visual Demarcation and examines its effect
among different foreground display objects. Four studies across various product categories reveal
that visually distinguishing foreground display objects can reduce perceived crowdedness of the
display and increase display aesthetics, which, in turn, increases shopping intentions. These
effects are moderated by individuals’ importance of aesthetics, but not by their aesthetics
acumen.

Introduction
When shopping online, both product images and descriptive text influence customers’
shopping behaviors (Bleier, Harmeling, and Palmatier 2019). Due to the absence of a
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salesperson, online retailers often treat product descriptive text as salespeople’s sales pitches in
offline stores and attempt to provide more product information to customers. Even though
abundant product descriptions can reduce perceived purchasing risks and promote online sales
(Folkes 1988; Kahn and Lehmann 1991), too much information presented in a small space may
hurt sales due to perceived crowdedness, a dynamic that is exaggerated by the small screens of
mobile device displays. To address this crowdedness issue, online retailers often sacrifice the
richness of product descriptions. For example, Google Shopping, Office Depot, and Walmart
present product images with “enough” textual descriptions by cutting the product descriptive text
in the middle (Appendix E).
What could managers do to make the display less crowded while not sacrificing the
amount of product information? Past research indicates that increasing the interstitial space
among the display elements can reduce display crowdedness and generate greater display
evaluation and shopping intentions (Pracejus, Olsen, and O’Guinn 2006; Sevilla and Townsend
2016). However, the interstitial space also takes up room in the product display, indirectly
sacrificing the amount of product information per webpage. The current research proposes a
subtle method that can present information more efficiently. Specifically, we suggest that
visually distinguishing the foreground display elements by making them dissimilar in style (i.e.,
visual demarcation) can reduce perceived display crowdedness while retaining description
richness. For example, an online product display is more demarcated when its display elements
(e.g., product images and descriptive text) are in different color value (e.g., black vs. gray).
Visual demarcation can reduce object feature assimilation and increase object recognition
(Huckauf and Heller 2004; Kooi et al. 1994). As a result, the improved visual demarcation
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reduces perceived crowdedness and thereby increases display aesthetics, which, in turn, increases
online shopping intentions.
This research introduces a flexible method retailers can use to present additional product
information more efficiently and thereby promote sales. Theoretically, the current research coins
the demarcation effect that connects prior foreground-background contrast studies (Pocheptsova,
Labroo, and Dhar 2010; Stevenson, Bruner, and Kumar 2000), while exploring foregroundforeground (F-F) demarcation, a method that reduces individuals’ crowdedness perceptions
without increasing the actual space used. In addition, this research adds to the literature on
aesthetics by demonstrating the beneficial effects of visually distinguishing display elements.
Finally, the current findings add to the literature on the importance of aesthetics in consumer
webpage evaluations and online shopping decisions.
The following section reviews relevant literature on product presentation, proposes the
demarcation effect, and presents a conceptual framework as to how visual demarcation impacts
visual crowding, product display aesthetics, and shopping intentions. Next, four experiments
offer evidence for the proposed main effect and underlying process and rule out a number of
competing alternative explanations. The manuscript concludes with a general discussion of the
theoretical contribution and practical implications.

Theoretical Background and Hypothesis Development
Product Presentation
Product presentations often contain various elements broken down into two broad
classes: background elements and foreground elements. To simplify, imagine displays like those
studied in the experiments reported later: a stationary (no movement) homogenous (e.g., one
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color) background, with two elements in the foreground such as a product photo with a verbal
product description below it. This is an example of a single background (B) with two foreground
elements, F1 and F2, which allows us to think in terms of three contrasts, or more broadly (e.g.,
with borders drawn and such), three demarcations: F1-B (photo-background) demarcation, F2-B
(text-background) demarcation, and F1-F2 (photo-text) demarcation. And if we enrich the
display with five more product photos with descriptions, we think of it as a single background
element with one class of foreground elements, product photos, and a second class of foreground
elements, product descriptions. Prior research has examined such displays within three streams.
First, the research examines how these elements can individually influence product presentation
perceptions. For instance, a red background webpage promotes approach behaviors, which
increases bid jumps in auctions, but decreases offers in negotiations (Bagchi and Cheema 2012).
More dynamic visual elements increase the vividness of the display, promoting impulsive
purchases and thus increasing the preference for the hedonically superior product (Roggeveen et
al. 2015; Vonkeman, Verhagen, and Dolen 2017). Verbal elements in script typeface (e.g., Gigi)
(vs. display typeface (e.g., Impact)) increase the femininity of the display, which increases
attitudes toward brands that are congruent with a feminine identity (Grohmann 2009; 2016).
In addition, the research explores consumers’ preferences between visual and verbal
elements. Even though consumers often prefer a visual depiction to a verbal depiction of
information (Townsend and Kahn 2014), a large number of verbal elements in a product display
can generate better product attitudes and better recall of product attributes (Blanco, Sarasa, and
Sanclemente 2010; Kim and Lennon 2008). The positive effect of a verbal depiction is stronger
when the product presentation needs to convey a large amount of information (Li et al. 2016),
which is not uncommon for most online retailers.
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Moreover, previous research investigates the arrangement of display elements. One group
of studies examines spatial arrangement and generally agrees on the beneficial effects of
additional space. For example, adding more “white space” in a product presentation generates
greater brand prestige and more positive brand attitudes as people associate “white space” with
sophistication and status (Pracejus, Olsen, and O'Guinn 2006). Similarly, shelf displays with
greater interstitial space between the displayed products increase product valuations and
purchase likelihoods (Sevilla and Townsend 2016). In addition, a handful of research examines
disorganized product displays and finds that in certain cases (e.g., non-ingested products with
limited quantity), disorganized shelf displays increase perceived product scarcity and thus
increase sales (Castro, Morales, and Nowlis 2013; Reynolds-McIlnay, Morrin, Nordfält 2017).
The other group of arrangement literature focuses on display elements’ typological
arrangement and investigates how product assortments influence product presentation
perceptions (for a review, see Kahn 2017). For example, attribute-based (vs. alternative-based)
product presentation reduces the perceived complexity of the product display, leading to higher
satisfaction and greater intentions to make a choice (Huffman and Kahn 1998). Complementbased (vs. substitute-based) assortment organization increases the ease of visualization, which, in
turn, increases purchase intentions (Sarantopoulos et al. 2019). The current research adds to the
display arrangement literature by examining a potential method to address the visual crowding
issue and increase display efficiency; that is, presenting more information with less space. We
hold the inter-element space and product assortment constant while manipulating the visual
discriminability of the display elements to test the potential effects of such demarcation efforts
(i.e., visual demarcation effects).
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Visual Demarcation
We define visual demarcation as a method to distinguish the display elements (e.g.,
background, foreground-object 1, foreground-object 2) by making them dissimilar in
fundamental properties, such as color, shape, size, orientation, and temporal grouping
(Hariharan, Levi, and Klein 2005; Kooi et al. 1994; Levi and Carney 2009; Nazir 1992). For
example, an online product display is more demarcated when its display elements (e.g., product
images and descriptive text) are in different (vs. same) colors and/or present subsequently (vs.
simultaneously). The current research focuses on colors, shadings, and highlighting as simple yet
subtle demarcation methods.
Given that visual demarcation often occurs between two of the three display elements
among background, foreground-object 1, and foreground-object 2, we identify two types of
visual demarcations: Foreground-Background (F-B) Demarcation and Foreground-Foreground
(F-F) Demarcation. While F-B demarcations distinguish the foreground objects from their
background, the F-F demarcations distinguish the foreground objects from each other. Figure 2.1
lists eight contrast-driven demarcations across foregrounds and backgrounds. In particular,
Panels 1-4 illustrate lower F-F demarcation (with both higher and lower F-B demarcations)
where the foreground objects did not differentiate from each other in color. Panels 5-8 illustrate
higher F-F demarcation where the foreground objects differentiate from each other in color by
either differentiating from their background diversely (Panels 5 & 6) or equally (i.e., darker or
lighter than the background in same degrees in Panels 7 & 8).
Prior studies mainly focus on the F-B demarcation. In general, making the foreground
objects stand out from their background (i.e., higher F-B demarcation) can increase ease-ofprocessing and produce positive evaluations (Reber, Winkielman, and Schwarz 1999; Schwarz
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2004; Stevenson, Bruner, and Kumar 2000). One line of reasoning from cognitive accounts
suggests people tend to connect ease-of-processing with familiarity and generate positive
responses toward familiar objects (e.g., mere exposure effect; Fang, Singh, and Ahluwalia 2007;
Whittlesea, Jacoby, and Girard 1990; Zajonc 1968). Following this reasoning, for the special
occasion product domains, where unfamiliar or unique products are more attractive, making the
foreground objects stand out from their background decreases evaluations (Pocheptsova, Labroo,
and Dhar 2010). The other line of reasoning from affective accounts suggests that ease of
processing can also increase aesthetic pleasure, producing positive evaluations (Im, Lennon, and
Stoel 2010; Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004).
Studies on F-F demarcation have long been of interest in vision (Levi 2008), psychology
(Evans, Lepore, and Schroeder 1996), and information science research (Deng and Poole 2012),
but only a handful of studies in marketing have studied related issues. Wen and Lurie (2019) find
that adding visual boundaries to a choice set can change the way consumers’ process product
assortments. As a result, visual boundaries separating attributes (vs. alternatives) lead consumers
to focus on how choice options differed on each attribute, increasing perceived variety.
Additionally, Mogilner, Rudnick, and Iyengar (2008) suggest that separating product attributes
by creating different (even meaningless) categories can increase perceived assortment variety,
which enhances a sense of self-determination from choosing and increases outcome satisfaction.
Unlike the above studies investigating the F-F demarcation effects on perceived variety through
cognitive accounts, the current study explores the F-F demarcation effect on display evaluations
and shopping behaviors through affect as well, proposing and documenting that F-F demarcation
can reduce perceived visual crowding and increase perceived aesthetics.
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The Amount of Information and Visual Crowding
Sufficient product information can alleviate product uncertainty and benefit online sales
(Folkes 1988; Jacoby et al. 1994). Consumers prefer more information in the product selection
stage (e.g., in the product assortment presentation webpage; Townsend and Kahn 2014) because
additional information means they will have a greater chance to satisfy their needs (Kahn and
Lehmann 1991). However, even though providing more information can benefit sales, retailers
often hesitate to display all of the product information. Part of the reason is that more
information induces cognitive overload through excessive product variety (i.e., visual
complexity), causing consumers to feel overwhelmed and dissatisfied with the shopping
experience (Huffman and Kahn 1998). Another important reason, which is also the focus of the
current research, is that presenting a large quantity of information can produce a strong sense of
crowdedness that also produces a negative experience and hurts product display evaluations
(Sohn, Seegebarth, and Moritz 2017; Stokols 1972).
Crowding is a ubiquitous phenomenon that impacts almost all visually related tasks, such
as reading, driving, and shopping (Levi 2008; Maeng, Tanner, and Soman 2013). Crowding
(visual crowding) refers to the deleterious effects of clutter on object recognition (Bouma 1970;
Soo, Chakravarthi, and Andersen 2018; Whitney and Levi 2011). For example, in product
presentations, crowding occurs when the display elements are harder to identify with the
presence of their nearby display elements. Past research proposes different theories to explain the
crowding mechanism and generally agrees on a two-stage model. In the first stage, the visual
system detects several simple objects/features that belong to the display stimulus (i.e., visual or
verbal display elements in the product display). Then, in the second stage, the detected objects
are processed in an “integration field” to form the perception of the stimulus (i.e., the overall
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perception of the product display). In crowded stimuli, even though excessive information does
not influence the object detection in the first stage, it impairs the object integration in the second
stage (Pelli, Palomares, and Majaj 2004). Specifically, crowding leads to excessive feature
integration that integrates over an inappropriately large area that merges the surrounding objects,
inhibiting object recognition (Pelli and Tillman 2008; Levi and Carney 2009). As a result, people
often perceive a crowded stimulus as being “mixed up” or “confused.”
Crowding often has a detrimental impact on consumer shopping experiences (Machleit,
Eroglu, and Mantel 2000). In general, crowding is a negative subjective experience (Stokols
1972). High perceived crowdedness generates lower shopping pleasantness, reducing consumers’
desire to stay, explore, and affiliate (Hui and Bateson 1991). Crowding also induces low social
class inferences, which, in turn, reduce the perceived value of the products and thereby reduces
willingness-to-pay (O’Guinn, Tanner, and Maeng 2015). In the online retail environment,
crowded displays cost consumers more time and effort to identify and search for target products,
reducing customer satisfaction and retention (Lynch and Ariely 2000; Sohn, Seegebarth, and
Moritz 2017).
Given that crowding is usually a spatial phenomenon, prior research addresses visual
crowding by increasing the space between the display elements. Sevilla and Townsend (2016)
suggest that adding more space around each display element facilitates recognition, reducing the
perceived crowdedness of the product display. The reduced feelings of crowdedness increase
consumer perceptions of product value and purchase likelihood. Pracejus, Olsen, and O’Guinn
(2006) find the same positive space effect. They suggest that adding more “white space” in the
product display can generate positive evaluations because the white space makes the display look
uncluttered and “clean,” which is associated with upper social strata (Weaving and Freedman
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2002). All such positive space effects are consistent with the measurement of crowding that
perceived crowdedness wanes as the distance between display elements increases (Bouma 1970).
However, increasing the distance between the display elements also sacrifices space for
displaying products, which indirectly reduces the amount of information presented in a given
space. Even though it seems less like a problem for online retailers because they have “limitless”
room to display their products online, consumers may leave for other retailers if they cannot
easily find their desired product and related information when scrolling down webpages. The
current research suggests a different method that may address visual crowding in the product
display without taking more space.

F-F Demarcation Reduces Visual Crowding
We suggest that F-F demarcation (hereafter demarcation or visual demarcation) can help
alleviate crowding and enable retailers to present more information to consumers. Research on
perceptual organization suggests that people often process stimuli in a Gestalt manner such that
they are more likely to treat the overall stimulus as one figure by grouping similar objects
together (Veryzer and Hutchinson, 1998). This automatic grouping process produces strong
feature assimilation among display elements, which inhibits visual recognition and results in
visual crowding (Whitney and Levi 2011). Extensive evidence from prior research indicates that
distinguishing the target objects from nearby objects can reduce feature assimilation and increase
visual recognition (Chakravarthi and Cavanagh 2007; Chung, Levi, and Legge 2001; Gheri,
Morgan, and Solomon 2007). In an object recognition test, Kooi et al. (1994) asked participants
to identify the orientation of the letter T surrounded by four distraction flanking Ts. They found
that observers’ performance improved greatly when the target and flanks were contrasted in
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color. This effect was not solely due to target saliency because of the comparable attention to the
targets in the target-more-salient condition and target-less-salient condition (Rashal and
Yeshurun 2014). Given that crowding is the inhibition of object recognition, increasing object
recognition through visual demarcation can attenuate perceived crowdedness (Poder 2007). From
this, we hypothesize the following:

H1: Visually demarcating the display elements will reduce the perceived crowdedness of
the product display.

Visual Demarcation Increases Shopping Intentions
We expect reduced display crowdedness will increase display aesthetic evaluation,
generating greater shopping intentions. Aesthetics refers to the pleasure generated from the
senses (Hekkert 2006). It is a gestalt impression of the stimulus that occurs rapidly and
automatically (Leder et al. 2004). People form aesthetic evaluations within 50 milliseconds after
visual exposure (Lindgaard et al. 2006). Thus, when consumers encounter a product display, they
will first evaluate its aesthetic property (Bloch 1995).
Even though aesthetic evaluations sometimes are subjective, it is not a purely subjective
concept (Eco 1970; Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004). Birkhoff (1933) was among the
first group of scholars to measure aesthetics by proposing an aesthetic equation: M = O / C in
which aesthetic (M) is positively related to order (O) and inversely related to complexity (C).
Later scholars further suggested that order and complexity affect aesthetics through processing
fluency, which is often assumed to be the fundamental driver of aesthetic evaluation (Im,
Lennon, and Stoel 2010). People perceive a fluent processing dynamic as an aesthetic pleasure
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(Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004) because it facilitates senses’ functioning that ultimately
benefits individuals’ survival, reproduction, learning, and explaining (Hekkert 2006). In a similar
vein, reduced crowdedness facilitates processing fluency, increasing the aesthetic evaluation of
the display.
Aesthetics serve as important information facilitating consumers’ shopping intentions
(Sevilla and Townsend 2016; Townsend 2017). Beautiful products generate a sense of pleasure,
conferring a price premium and generating a greater product value (Townsend and Shu 2010;
Townsend and Sood 2012). The pleasure elicited from the aesthetically pleasing environment
can also promote approach behaviors, such as spending more time in the store and exploring
more varied products (Tai and Fung 1997). Thus, we suggest that reduced display crowdedness
through demarcation will increase the product display aesthetics, generating greater shopping
intentions. More formally:

H2: Visually demarcating the display elements will increase consumers’ perceived
product display aesthetics.
H3a: Visually demarcating the display elements will increase consumers’ shopping
intentions.
H3b: This effect will be serially mediated by (1) the reduced perceived visual crowding of
the display, which then (2) increases the aesthetic evaluation of the display.

Empirical Overview
Four studies across various product categories test and support the proposed conceptual
framework. In mock webpages containing only verbal display information, Study 1 demonstrates
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that better demarcating a headline and its story’s text (F-F demarcation) increases online
shopping intentions. Study 2 replicates the effect in webpages containing both visual (product
photos) and verbal (product description) display elements and demonstrates the proposed
underlying process through a mediation approach, finding that less display crowdedness and
more display aesthetics serially mediate the demarcation effect. Moreover, Study 2’s visualelement-only control condition rules out a “visual preference heuristic” explanation. Study 3
replicates the visual demarcation effects using different product colors and further rules out color
preference, readability, and perceived product quality as alternative explanations. Study 4 uses a
moderation approach to shed light on the underlying process and demonstrates marketingrelevant boundary conditions, finding that the demarcation effect is weaker among individuals
less interested in aesthetics, but not with those less skilled in judging aesthetics.

Study 1: Visual Demarcation Increased Online Shopping Intentions
Study 1 explored the possibility that visually demarcating the display elements on a
webpage can increase consumers’ webpage evaluation and shopping intentions. Participants
entered a consulting firm’s “Press Release” webpage that contains 12 posts. Each post included a
title followed by a few lines previewing the stories. We manipulated demarcation by either
creating or not creating contrasts between the titles and stories.

Method
Four hundred participants from Prolific (47% male, Mage = 33.4 years, SD = 11.9) paid
modestly for their participation were randomly assigned to one of four (between-subjects)
conditions produced by crossing title accentuation (no, yes) and story accentuation (no, yes),
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where accentuation refers to having a translucent gray box superimposed over the text and the
text color changed from black to white. However, to facilitate exposition, we focus our analyses
on the demarcation main effect (rather than title-by-story interaction) by re-coding our analyses
in terms of a 2 (demarcation: low, high) by 2 (title-accentuated: no, yes) design consisting of the
following four conditions: two lower-demarcation conditions (neither-title-nor-storyaccentuated, both-title-and-story-accentuated; i.e., the title and story are matched) and two
higher-demarcation conditions (title-accentuated with story-not-accentuated, title-notaccentuated with story-accentuated; i.e., the title and story are demarcated).
Participants read a brief description of a (fictitious, unbeknownst to them) consulting firm
(Syntax) and then assessed one of the firm’s webpages. The display contains 12 posts (held
constant across conditions) from a real consulting firm’s Press Release webpage
(https://www.ogilvy.com/ideas). Each post contained a title with a story preview listed below it
(see Figure 2.2). We manipulated the visual demarcation levels by creating a design contrast
between the titles and stories (Whitney and Levi 2011). While the higher-demarcation conditions
added dark-gray boxes (with lighter text for the contents within the boxes) to either titles (titleaccentuated) or stories (story-accentuated), the lower-demarcation conditions either excluding
the gray boxes (none-accentuated) or adding them to both the titles and the stories (bothaccentuated).
After evaluating the webpage design, participants answered several questions regarding
the website. Each topic (1-2 questions) was shown on a separate page with the webpage
presented above for easy reference. Participants indicated (1-7 semantic differentials), in order,
their shopping intentions (“How likely would you be to contact Syntax if you need to hire a
consulting firm?”), perceived webpage aesthetics (attractiveness and aesthetically-pleasing
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averaged; r = .83), and perceived demarcation level (e.g., “To what extent are the headlines on
the top visually distinct from the stories below?;” α = .91). The experiment ended with
demographic questions.

Results and Discussion
Thirty-three participants (8.3%) were dropped for failing the attention check question
(“Please answer number two for this question.”), though this did not materially alter the results.
Manipulation check. A 2 (demarcation level: lower, higher) by 2 (title accentuated: no,
yes) ANOVA confirmed the manipulation with a main effect of demarcation in which higherdemarcation levels produced higher perceived demarcation (Mhigher-demarcation = 3.84, SD = 1.69;
Mlower-demarcation = 2.58, SD = 1.36; F(1, 363) = 61.91, p < .001). Although the interaction was
also significant (F(1, 363) = 11.03, p < .001), the manipulation was successful in both title
conditions and merely stronger in the title-accentuated condition: title-not-accentuated (Mhigherdemarcation

= 3.39, SD = 1.50; Mlower-demarcation = 2.67, SD = 1.40; F(1, 363) = 10.20, p = .002), and

title-accentuated (Mhigher-demarcation = 4.25, SD = 1.76; Mlower-demarcation = 2.49, SD = 1.32; F(1, 363)
= 63.46, p < .001).
Shopping intentions. A 2 (demarcation level: lower, higher) by 2 (title accentuated: no,
yes) ANOVA revealed only a demarcation main effect where higher demarcation levels
produced higher shopping intentions in both title-accentuated conditions and title-nonaccentuated conditions (Mhigher-demarcation = 2.90, SD = 1.52; Mlower-demarcation = 2.38, SD = 1.32;
F(1, 363) = 12.12, p < .001). The interaction effect was not significant (F(1, 363) = .134, p
= .715). We also ran multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method that treats the neitheraccentuated webpage as a control and compares each of the other conditions against it. As
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depicted in Figure 2.3, both the title-accentuated (Mtitle = 2.97, SD = 1.61; p = .002) and storyaccentuated (Mstory = 2.83, SD = 1.42; p = .02) conditions produced greater shopping intentions
than the neither-accentuated condition (Mneither = 2.26, SD = 1.34). Moreover, the bothaccentuated condition (Mboth = 2.51, SD = 1.29) failed to produce statistically stronger shopping
intentions than the neither-accentuated condition (Mneither = 2.26, SD = 1.34; p = .496).
Product display aesthetics. A 2 (demarcation level: lower, higher) by 2 (title accentuated:
no, yes) ANOVA revealed only a demarcation main effect where higher demarcation levels
produced higher product display aesthetics in both title-accentuated conditions and title-nonaccentuated conditions (Mhigher-demarcation = 2.49, SD = 1.30; Mlower-demarcation = 2.07, SD = 1.23;
F(1, 363) = 10.00, p = .002). The interaction effect was not significant (F(1, 363) = .04, p
= .842). Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method again showed that both the titleaccentuated (Mtitle = 2.57, SD = 1.36; p = .003) and story-accentuated (Mstory = 2.41, SD = 1.24; p
= .05) conditions produced greater product display aesthetics than the neither-accentuated
condition (Mneither = 1.96, SD = 1.19). Moreover, the both-accentuated condition (Mboth = 2.18,
SD = 1.27) failed to produce statistically stronger shopping intentions than the neitheraccentuated condition (Mneither = 1.96, SD = 1.19; p = .517).
Mediation analyses. To directly test the demarcation effect on shopping intentions
through product display aesthetics, we computed a new two-level demarcation factor (higher
demarcation = 1, lower demarcation = -1) by collapsing the title-accentuated and storyaccentuated conditions as higher demarcation, and the none-accentuated and both-accentuated
conditions as lower demarcation. Bootstrap mediation analyses (PROCESS Model 4; Hayes
2017) revealed an indirect demarcation effect through the product display aesthetics to shopping
intentions (β = .17, SE = .06, 95% CI = [.0632, .2831]).
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In sum, Study 1 tested the visual demarcation effect on online product displays that
contain only verbal display elements. The results suggest that higher demarcation can increase
product display aesthetics and online shopping intentions. The effect is less likely to be
explained by accentuating display elements given that accentuating all of the display elements
without demarcation did not produce more favorable responses.

Study 2: Mediation by Product Display Crowdedness and Aesthetics
Study 2 aimed to replicate the demarcation effect in displays containing a product photo
and written description. It also tested a serial mediation pathway through (1) less perceived
visual crowding and then (2) greater aesthetic appeal. Moreover, Study 2 added a product-photoonly control condition to help eliminate an alternative explanation of demarcation effects in the
context of products being displayed with written descriptions (explained below).

Method
One-hundred fifty-one mechanical-turk participants (58% male, Mage = 35.4 years, SD =
10.6) paid modestly for their participation were randomly assigned to one of the three (betweensubjects) conditions: control, lower demarcation, and higher demarcation.
Participants read a brief description of an (unbeknownst to them, fictitious) online retailer
of wrist watches (WatchMe.com) and then assessed a product display ostensibly on one of the
retailer’s web pages. The display contained 12 (six female, six male) high-quality watches
selected to be attractive, but not ostentatious (brand names removed), each with six features
(lines of text) listed below it. As depicted in Figure 2.4, the watch photos and descriptions were
identical across conditions. Care was taken to control the size of each product display such that
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participants could see all of the watches without having to scroll through or down pages. We
manipulated demarcation levels by contrasting the watch photos with descriptions. Given that
hues (i.e., a color pigment) can produce different referential meanings that influence
psychological functioning (Labrecque, Patrick, and Milne 2013), we used achromatic colored
text (black and white) to manipulate visual demarcation. While the lower demarcation condition
used bolded black descriptions, the higher demarcation condition used un-bolded light gray (50%
black) descriptions to demarcate the watch descriptions from the photos. We also added a control
condition that lacked watch descriptions. The purpose of the control condition was twofold. First,
it created a baseline to compare with prior research that tested product displays excluding
product descriptions (e.g., Sevilla and Townsend 2016). In addition, it serves to explore the
“visual preference heuristic” explanation (i.e., customers prefer visual depictions over verbal
depictions; Townsend and Kahn 2014), which could suggest that light gray text makes the watch
photos more salient which then increases appeal. If that is the case, the display without product
descriptions (the control condition) should produce more favorable responses (e.g., more
aesthetically pleasing) given that its watch photos are more salient than the other two
demarcation conditions.
After evaluating the webpage display, participants answered several questions regarding
the website. Each topic (1-2 questions) was shown on a separate page with the product display
presented above for easy reference. Participants indicated (1-7 semantic differentials), in order,
their shopping intentions (“Please indicate how likely you would be to visit Watch-Me.com if
you were in the market for a new watch?”; “Please indicate how likely would you be to click on
one of the watches to see it more closely and/or get more information?”; r = .73), perceived
product display crowdedness (“Please look over the product display one last time and indicate
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below how crowded the display seems.”), perceived product display aesthetics (attractiveness
and aesthetically pleasing averaged; r = .89), and perceived product display informativeness
(“Please look over the product display again and indicate below how informative it is.”). The
experiment ended with demographic questions.

Results and Discussion
Twelve participants (7.9%) were dropped for failing the attention check question (“Please
answer number two for this question.”), though this did not materially alter the results.
Shopping intentions. A one-way ANOVA on shopping intentions revealed a marginally
significant main effect (F(2, 136) = 2.33, p = .10). As depicted in Figure 2.5, planned contrasts
indicated that higher demarcation produced greater shopping intentions than the combination of
lower demarcation and control (Mhigher-demarcation = 5.37, SD = 1.30; Mlower-demarcation = 4.75, SD =
1.65; Mcontrol = 4.89, SD = 1.44; F(1, 136) = 4.41, p = .038), with the lower demarcation and
control producing comparable shopping intentions (F(1, 136) = .20, p = .66). More importantly,
and as expected, higher demarcation produced greater shopping intentions than lower
demarcation (t = 2.04, p = .044). A more image-salient control condition failed to increase
(reduced marginally) shopping intentions relative to higher demarcation (t = 1.70, p = .093).
Product display crowdedness. A one-way ANOVA on crowdedness revealed a
significant main effect (F(2, 136) = 7.70, p = .001). Planned contrasts indicated that higher
demarcation produced comparable product display crowdedness than the combination of lower
demarcation and control (Mhigher-demarcation = 3.68, SD = 1.59; Mlower-demarcation = 4.36, SD = 1.52;
Mcontrol = 3.11, SD = 1.33; F(1, 136) = .04, p = .85), with lower demarcation producing greater
product display crowdedness than control (F(1, 136) = 15.32, p < .001). Moreover, and as
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expected, higher demarcation produced less product display crowdedness than lower
demarcation (t = 2.06, p = .042).
Product display aesthetics. A one-way ANOVA on aesthetics revealed a significant main
effect (F(2, 136) = 5.57, p = .005). Planned contrasts indicated that higher demarcation produced
greater product display aesthetics than the combination of lower demarcation and control
(Mhigher-demarcation = 5.47, SD = 1.35; Mlower-demarcation = 4.52, SD = 1.52; Mcontrol = 5.17, SD = 1.36;
F(1, 136) = 6.02, p = .015), with the lower demarcation reducing product display aesthetics
relative to control (F(1, 136) = 4.84, p = .029). More importantly, and as expected, higher
demarcation produced greater product display aesthetics than lower demarcation (t = 3.21, p
= .002). A more image-salient control condition failed to increase shopping intentions relative to
higher demarcation (t = 1.05, p = .298).
Product display informativeness. A one-way ANOVA on informativeness revealed a
significant main effect (F(2, 136) = 63.38, p < .001). Planned contrasts showed that higher
demarcation produced greater product display informativeness than the combination of lower
demarcation and control (Mhigher-demarcation = 5.98, SD = .87; Mlower-demarcation = 5.38, SD = 1.39;
Mcontrol = 2.91, SD = 1.74; F(1, 136) = 55.74, p < .001), with lower demarcation producing
greater product display informativeness than control (F(1, 136) = 74.20, p < .001). Moreover,
higher demarcation produced greater product display informativeness than lower demarcation (t
= 2.53, p = .013). Because informativeness was significant different between two demarcation
conditions on informativeness, we included informativeness in the following mediation analyses.
Mediation analyses. Our theoretical framework proposes that distinguishing display
elements (higher demarcation) can decrease perceived visual crowding of the display, which then
increases aesthetic evaluation of the display, thereby increasing shopping intentions.
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We ran a serial mediation model (PROCESS Model 6; Hayes 2017; Figure 2.6) to test the
demarcation (lower demarcation = -1, higher demarcation =1) effect on shopping intentions
through product display crowdedness (proximal mediator, M1) and product display aesthetics
(distal mediator, M2), and added product display informativeness as covariate. As expected,
higher demarcation (vs. lower demarcation) decreased product display crowdedness (F(1, 92) =
4.27, p = .042), thereby increasing product display aesthetics (F(1, 92) = 8.24, p = .005). As a
result, the indirect effect of higher demarcation (vs. lower demarcation) on shopping intentions,
through product display crowdedness and aesthetics, was significant (β = .15, SE = .10, 95% CI
= [.0038, .3847]). Importantly, informativeness failed to predict any of the mediators or DV
(ps > .26), and removing the informativeness from the model did not change the indirect effect (β
= .15, SE = .09, 95% CI = [.0044, .3548]). Additionally, the serial mediation disappeared when
the order of the mediators was reversed (β = .01, SE = .02, 95% CI = [-.0148, .0471]).
In sum, Study 2 tested the visual demarcation effect in online product displays that
contained both visual and verbal display elements. The results suggest that higher demarcation
can reduce perceived product display crowdedness, which increases product display aesthetics
and online shopping intentions. The demarcation effect is less likely to be explained by the
“visual preference heuristic” given that a more image-salient display (the control condition)
failed to produce more favorable responses in terms of shopping intentions and product display
aesthetics. Moreover, Study 2 also revealed the beneficial effect of adding product descriptions
in the display, which, combined with demarcation, can increase shopping intentions.
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Study 3: Controlling for Color Preference, Readability, and Perceived Product Quality
It is possible that the demarcation effect was derived from the preference for lightcolored text because they are less harsh to read (contrast less with the white background used).
Therefore, Study 3 addresses this alternative explanation by manipulating both the watch color
(darker vs. lighter) and text color (darker vs. lighter). If participants prefer light-colored text, the
effect should hold across both the darker and lighter watch conditions. However, we predict that
the demarcation effect will attenuate in the lighter watch conditions due to the reduced
distinction between the watch color and the text color.

Method
Two-hundred twenty-three mechanical-turk participants (59% male, Mage = 37.3 years,
SD = 12.7) paid modestly for their participation were randomly assigned to one of the four
conditions in a 2 (watch color: lighter, darker) x 2 (text color: lighter (gray), darker (black))
between-subjects design (see Figure 2.7). Whereas our other studies contained two lowerdemarcation and two higher-demarcation conditions, this study resulted in only one higherdemarcation condition, the darker-watch-lighter-text condition (perceived-demarcation-pretest-M
= 4.96; using Study 1’s perceived-demarcation measure). In contrast, the lighter-watch-darkertext condition produced lower perceived demarcation (M = 3.97) comparable to that in the
lighter-watch-lighter-text (M = 4.14) and darker-watch-darker-text (M = 4.05) conditions (these
three conditions versus the darker-watch-lighter-text condition comparison: F(1, 92) = 7.50, p
= .007). The unexpectedly low perceived demarcation in the lighter-watch-darker-text condition
seems to have arisen from the fact that the watches were more gray than white overall and
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sometimes included black letters and numbers on their faces, which mitigated perceived
demarcation.
Following Study 2’s procedure, participants assessed a product display ostensibly on one
of the retailer’s web pages. As depicted in Figure 2.7, the display contained 12 (six female, six
male) watches, each with six features (lines of text) listed below it. We manipulated watch color
by using either watches in black or similar watches in light gray and manipulated text color by
using bolded black text or un-bolded light gray (50% black) text.
After evaluating the webpage, participants assessed the display in the same shopping
intentions measures (click-through and visitation averaged; r = .70) and product display
aesthetics measures (attractiveness and aesthetically pleasing averaged; r = .89) used in Study 2.
Moreover, participants also rated the average quality of the watches (“Please estimate the
average quality of the watches.” 1 = Low Quality, 7 = High Quality) and the readability of the
product descriptions (“Please indicate how readable the product descriptions are:” 1 = Not at All
Easy to Read, 7 = Very Easy to Read). Those measures serve to further rule out potential
alternative explanations. The experiment ended with demographic questions.

Results and Discussion
Thirty-two participants (14.3%) were dropped for failing the attention check question
(“Please answer number two for this question.”), though this did not materially alter the results.
Participants indicated comparable product quality and product description readability across the
four displays (interaction effects and simple effects ps> .39). Thus, we did not include them in
the following analyses.
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Shopping intentions. As depicted in Figure 2.8, a watch color by text color ANOVA on
shopping intentions revealed only a significant interaction effect (F(1, 187) = 4.39, p = .038).
Specifically, in the darker watch displays, lighter text produced greater shopping intentions than
black text (Mlighter = 5.40, SD = 1.35; Mdarker = 4.63, SD = 1.77; F(1, 187) = 5.41, p = .021).
However, this effect attenuated in the lighter watch displays in which the demarcation levels
were parallel (Mlighter = 4.62, SD = 1.78; Mdarker = 4.85, SD = 1.64; F(1, 187) = .45, p = .51). We
transformed the watch color and text color combinations into a four-level factor to compare the
higher demarcation condition (darker watch, lighter text) with the rest of the three conditions.
Planned contrasts showed that the higher demarcation produced greater shopping intentions than
the rest of the three conditions (F(1, 187) = 6.71, p < .001).
Product display aesthetics. The same two-way ANOVA on product display aesthetics
revealed a marginally significant text color main effect (F(1, 187) = 3.76, p = .054). Lighter text
displays were more aesthetically pleasing than darker text displays (Mlighter = 5.30, SD = 1.43;
Mdarker = 4.86, SD = 1.56). The effect was qualified, however, by a marginally significant watch
color by text color interaction (F(1, 187) = 2.85, p = .093). In the darker watch displays, lighter
text produced greater product display aesthetics than darker text (Mlighter = 5.45, SD = 1.33;
Mdarker = 4.66, SD = 1.68; F(1, 187) = 6.84, p = .01). However, this effect was attenuated in the
lighter watch displays in which the demarcation levels were parallel (Mlighter = 5.13, SD = 1.53;
Mdarker = 5.08, SD = 1.42; F(1, 187) = .30, p = .86). The same planned contrasts indicated that
higher demarcation produced greater product display aesthetics than the rest of the three
conditions (F(1, 187) = 4.00, p = .047).
Mediation analyses. To directly test the demarcation effect on shopping intentions
through the product display aesthetics, we computed a two-level demarcation factor (higher
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demarcation = 1, lower demarcation = -1) by collapsing the three lower demarcation conditions.
Bootstrap mediation analyses (PROCESS Model 4; Hayes 2017) revealed a significant indirect
effect through product display aesthetics to shopping intentions (β = .15, SE = .07, 95% CI =
[.0087, .2881]).
In sum, Study 3 replicated the demarcation effect and ruled out the “preference for light
colored text” alternative explanation given that the demarcation effect was raised only in the
higher demarcation condition regardless as to the text color.

Study 4: Moderation by Importance of Aesthetics
Study 4 used laptop webpage displays and extended the previous studies in two ways.
First, given the rapid growth of the dark website interfaces, we tested the demarcation effect in a
dark gray background color with controlled foreground-background contrast ratios so that the
darker and lighter display elements stand out the same from the background. Based on our
theorization, (F-F) demarcation worked by visually differentiating the foreground display
elements rather than highlight part of the display element from the background. We predict that
the demarcation effect should hold in the dark website interfaces.
In addition, we further explore the underlying process of the demarcation effect through
moderation by measuring individuals’ centrality of visual product aesthetics (CVPA), defined as
the importance of visual aesthetics hold for consumers in their relationships with products
(Bloch, Brunel, and Arnold 2003). We predict that the demarcation effect will weaken for
individuals who have lower (but not higher) centrality of visual product aesthetics given that
product display aesthetics is less important for them.
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Method
Two-hundred sixty-seven participants from Prolific (43% male, Mage = 34.7 years, SD =
11.9) paid modestly for their participation were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions
in a 2 (demarcation: lower, higher) x 2 (background color: light, dark) between-subjects design.
Participants read a brief description of an (unbeknownst to them, fictitious) online retailer
of laptops (Newstead) and then assessed a product display ostensibly on one of the retailer’s
webpages. We mimicked one major PC brand’s product assortment design and build a mock
webpage with nine black laptops, each with product descriptions below it (Figure 2.9). Similar to
Studies 2 and 3, we used gray text to create higher demarcation and black text to create lower
demarcation, and used white color for the light webpage background and dark gray for the dark
webpage background. We calculated the background-text contrast ratios through an online
contrast checker (https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker) to objectively control the
demarcation levels and make sure the black and gray text have the same contrast ratios in the
dark background.
After evaluating the webpage, participants indicated their shopping intentions (i.e., “How
likely would it be for you to consider Newstead if you were in the market for a new laptop?”)
and their perceptions of product display aesthetics (attractiveness and aesthetically pleasing
averaged; r = .92) as in prior studies.
Next, they indicated their centrality of visual product aesthetics in two dimensions:
importance of aesthetics (e.g., “I enjoy seeing products that have superior designs.”) and
perceived aesthetics acumen (e.g., “I have a pretty good idea of what makes one product look
better than its competitors; Bloch, Brunel, and Arnold 2003). The experiment ended with
demographic questions.
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Results and Discussion
Shopping intentions. As depicted in Figure 2.10, a demarcation by background color
ANOVA on shopping intentions revealed only a significant demarcation main effect where
higher (vs. lower) demarcation generated greater shopping intentions in both the light and dark
webpages (Mhigher-demarcation = 4.19, SD = 1.74; Mlower-demarcation = 3.68, SD = 1.66; F(1, 263) =
5.81, p = .017). The interaction effect was not significant (F(1, 263) = .001, p = .98), suggesting
that highlighting parts of the display elements could not explain the demarcation effect.
Product display aesthetics. The same two-way ANOVA on product display aesthetics
revealed only a significant demarcation main effect where higher (vs. lower) demarcation
generated greater aesthetics evaluations in the both light and dark webpages (Mhigher-demarcation =
4.39, SD = 1.72; Mlower-demarcation = 3.49, SD = 1.85; F(1, 263) = 16.76, p < .001). Again, the
interaction effect was not significant (F(1, 263) = 1.68, p = .20). We collapsed the two
backgrounds to test the demarcation effect (higher demarcation = 1, lower demarcation = -1) on
shopping intentions through the product display aesthetics. Bootstrap mediation analyses
(PROCESS Model 4; Hayes 2017) revealed a significant indirect effect through product display
aesthetics to shopping intentions (β = .32, SE = .08, 95% CI = [.1735, .4933]).
Moderation Process Tests Vis-à-vis Centrality of Visual Product Aesthetics (CVPA). We
regressed shopping intentions on demarcation (higher demarcation = 1, lower demarcation = -1),
the continuous measure of individuals’ CVPA, and their interactions. The model indicated that
the composite CVPA did not moderate the demarcation effect (β = .22, SE = .16, t(263) = 1.62, p
= .16). We then tested CVPA’s two dimensions (aesthetics acumen, importance of aesthetics) by
individually regressing them in the demarcation models. The results showed that aesthetics
acumen (Figure 2.11, left) did not moderate the demarcation effect (β = .04, SE = .09, t(263)
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= .47, p = .64), but importance of aesthetics (Figure 2.11, right) moderated the demarcation
effect (β = .22, SE = .10, t(263) = 2.30, p = .02). A Johnson-Neyman floodlight analysis (Spiller
et al. 2013) showed that demarcation increased shopping intentions only among respondents
whose importance of aesthetics score was 5.39 or above (57% of participants; M = 5.58).
In sum, Study 4 replicated the demarcation effect in both light and dark webpages and
ruled out the foreground-background contrast as an alternative explanation. Moreover, Study 4
introduced a relevant boundary condition of individuals’ importance of aesthetics, revealing the
robustness of the demarcation effect and further illustrating its underlying process. While higher
demarcation produced greater shopping intentions for individuals with higher importance of
aesthetics, the effect attenuated for those with lower importance on aesthetics. Unexpectedly, we
did not find individuals’ aesthetics acumen to moderate the demarcation effect, suggesting that
the demarcation effect would hold for individuals with different levels of aesthetics judgment.

General Discussion
The present research examines the visual demarcation effect on customers’ online
shopping behavior. Our findings suggest that higher demarcation can mitigate product display
crowdedness, which increases product display aesthetics and generates greater shopping
intentions. Moreover, the demarcation effect attenuates for individuals with lower importance of
aesthetics, but not with lower aesthetics acumen.
The findings from the current research can add to the product spatial arrangement
literature (Castro, Morales, and Nowlis 2013; Pracejus, Olsen, and O'Guinn 2006; ReynoldsMcIlnay, Morrin, and Nordfält 2017; Sevilla and Townsend 2016). While prior research has
primarily focused on leveraging additional space to increase product display evaluations, our
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findings suggest a subtle method that can generate positive product display responses without
costing additional display space. Moreover, the present research adds to the product display
literature by testing displays that contain both visual and verbal elements, and compare them
with displays that contain only visual elements.
The present research can also add to the aesthetics literature that examines methods to
enhance product aesthetics and favorable outcomes derived from enhanced aesthetics (Townsend
2017; Townsend and Sood 2012; Townsend and Shu 2010; Veryzer and Hutchinson 1998). Our
findings are in line with prior research revealing the beneficial impact of aesthetics on
customers’ product evaluations and shopping intentions.
Managerially, our findings suggest a method to reduce product display crowdedness and
can help marketers and retailers present product information more efficiently. Companies varied
in the amount of information present in their online product assortments and were afraid of the
negative impact of excess information. As a result, most of them chose to present the “right”
amount of information by replacing part of the product information (mainly product descriptions)
with an ellipsis (e.g., Amazon, Walmart). In the extreme, they even removed all of the product
descriptions and only left product photos in their online product assortments (e.g., Tiffany,
ETQ). The present research suggests one possible method to mitigate the negative effect of
excessive information, which allows retailers to present more information with less space.
This research is not without limitations. To provide a clean and marketing relevant test of
the demarcation effect, the studies only use subtle color contrasts to demarcate the display
objects. However, higher visual demarcation can also be achieved by differentiating display
objects in shape, size, orientation, and temporal grouping (Kooi et al. 1994; Livne and Sagi
2007; Ng and Westheimer 2002). Future research can test different demarcation methods and
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their impact on product display evaluations. Moreover, future research can also extend the
current work to other digital devices that vary in screen sizes (e.g., smartphone vs. computer
screen vs. projector screen) and examine how different screen sizes could influence the
demarcation effect. Additionally, future research can explore the demarcation effect in broader
production presentation contexts, such as keynote design and interior design.
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Notes: Foreground objects are either product images or descriptions (text) in this study. The foreground-background
demarcations are identical or comparable in physically-tested contrast levels across the lighter and darker
foreground conditions in the gray background cases. Although a black background can duplicate the white
background’s foreground-background demarcation/contrast levels, we focus instead on gray backgrounds given their
greater ecological validity (e.g., night displays) and visual clarity. Black is rarely used in the marketplace and, when
used, it is usually for more artsy displays to produce stark foreground contrasts (for artwork, diamonds, etc.). In our
theory tests, black backgrounds often render the foregrounds especially difficult for people to see (i.e., the lighterwhite foreground-background levels tested are easier to see than the darker-black levels, which, in some cases, look
a bit bizarre; e.g., dark watches on a black background). The current study tests six of the eight combinations listed
here.

Figure 2.1. Visual Demarcation Demonstrations
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Figure 2.2. Study 1: Product Displays
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Figure 2.3. Study 1: Demarcation and Item-Accentuated Effects on Shopping Intentions
(1-7 Scales) and Participant Perceived DMRC
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Figure 2.6. Study 2: Serial Mediation Model
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Figure 2.7. Study 3: Product Displays
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Figure 2.8. Study 3: Watch-Color and Text-Color Effects on Shopping Intentions (1-7 Scales)
and Participant Perceived DMRC
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Figure 2.10. Study 4: Demarcation and Background-Color Effects on Shopping Intentions
(1-7 Scales) and Machine-Measured DMRC
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APPENDIX A. SYNTHESIZED WAVEFORMS
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Figure A1. Synthesized Waveforms from Six Combinations
Of Foot and Ground Surfaces

Figure A2. Synthesized Waveform (From Audacity)
Used in The Current Study
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APPENDIX B. STUDY 2: VIDEO SCREENSHOTS

Figure B1. Woman Colleague, Casual Attire

Figure B2. Woman Colleague, Business-Casual Attire
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APPENDIX C. STUDY 4: VIDEO SCREENSHOTS

Figure C1. Man Colleague/Salesperson

Figure C2. Woman Colleague/Salesperson
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APPENDIX D. STUDY 5 PATH MODELS: DEAL-TAKING

Figure D1. Study 5: Path Models: Deal-Taking
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APPENDIX E. PRODUCTION PRESENTATION

Figure E1. Walmart Product Presentation

Figure E2. Google Shopping Product Presentation
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Figure E3. Office Depot Product Presentation
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APPENDIX F. IRB APPROVAL LETTER (ESSAY I)
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APPENDIX G. IRB APPROVAL LETTER (ESSAY II)
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